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ABSTRACT
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Advisor:
Professor A. Weersink

The province of Ontario created a potential demand for biomass with the Green
Energy Act (2009), but the supply of agricultural biomass has not been established. The
purpose of this dissertation is to assess the potential supply of agricultural biomass from
two perennial grasses, switchgrass and miscanthus, using an integrated economic, biophysical and GIS model. It assesses the yields of biomass, the farm-gate supply of
biomass given changing agricultural opportunity costs and the effects of supply chain
structure on biomass supply.
Miscanthus has a mean peak yield that is 88.5% higher (29.6 t/ha versus 15.7 t/ha)
and a mean farm gate break-even price that is 25.9% lower ($58.20/t versus $73.29/t)
than switchgrass. The impact of climate change on the yields and break-even prices is
dependent upon the climate model. Both crops show promise as biomass sources for bioenergy production.
Miscanthus has lower costs and higher yields than switchgrass, making it
relatively more economically attractive to Ontario farmers under current conditions.
Miscanthus biomass production becomes attractive compared to traditional corn-soybeanwheat rotations at around $46/t of biomass in the northern regions of the province. All
areas become attractive for conversion at around $130/t. Increasing the price of corn by

$1 per bushel increases the biomass price required to produce 20 Mt of miscanthus by
approximately $10/t. Switchgrass becomes more attractive at lower prices if yields are
increased by 50%, but yields need to nearly double for switchgrass to become the
preferred crop in this model.
In a local, domestic supply chain, about 4 million tonnes of baled biomass
production per year becomes attractive for transport to the Nanticoke Generation Station
at $69/t. For a larger scale international export supply chain to Rotterdam, 20 million tons
of production becomes attractive at approximately $198/t with on-farm aggregation and
at $137/t with aggregation at major ports. Higher bale transportation costs involved in
aggregation at major ports cause agricultural lands closer to ports, with smaller distances,
but lower yields to be preferred compared to the on-farm aggregation scenario. While
local supply chains to Nanticoke could emerge, the export scenarios are unlikely given
price and infrastructure concerns.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
The energy sector is the single largest contributor to greenhouse-gas emissions
that affect climate change (IEA 2013). Since mitigating the impact of the human
contributions of climate change is a serious global concern, the demand for green energy
has increased substantially. Many green energy policies have been put in place to
discourage fossil fuel use in energy production and encourage the use of renewable
energy sources, such as wind, solar and biomass. The number of countries with policy
targets for renewable energy increased from 79 in 2008 to 98 in 2010 (REN21 2011) and
continues to grow.
To deal with the negative climate effects of traditional energy and encourage the
provision of green energy, the government of Ontario, Canada, implemented the Green
Energy Act, 2009, which phases the production of coal based power out of the province’s
energy supply by 2014. This act also provides incentives for green energy production
through feed-in tariffs, which supply energy sale price premiums to green energy
producers. The production of hydroelectric (14.8 ¢/kWh), solar (28.8 to 39.6 ¢/kWh),
wind (11.5 ¢/kWh), biogas (16.4 to 26.5 ¢/kWh) and biomass (15.6 ¢/kWh) power has
been subsidized by the Green Energy Act, 2009. The residential rate is approximately 6.7
to 12.4 ¢/kWh, depending upon the time of energy use and location in the province.
Nuclear power production costs in the province were estimated at 3 ¢/kWh in 2002
(Whitlock 2010). The act has also influenced the energy mix in the province, as coal now
provides approximately 2-3% of the province’s energy needs, down from about 25% in
the early 2000s. Ontario’s current energy mix is approximately 53% nuclear, 21%
hydroelectric, 14% natural gas, 3% wind, 3% coal, 1% bioenergy and less than 1%
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photovoltaic. As coal’s contribution to energy has diminished, natural gas’ has increased,
along with the energy provided by renewable sources to a lesser degree.
As part of its legacy energy infrastructure, Ontario has two of the largest coal
generating stations in North America, the Nanticoke Generating Station (formerly the
largest coal generating plant in North America) and the Lambton Generating Station.
Incidentally, these plants were also two of the single largest sources of greenhouse gas
emissions in the province. While there has been a great deal of indecision regarding the
decommissioning of these plants, coal production will cease at the end of 2013 and the
plants may be converted to other purposes. Conversion to both natural gas and biomass
plants are options (Ontario Power Generation 2013). In the case of conversion to
biomass, the Ontario Power Generation Corporation (OPG) has stated that it would
require approximately 2 million tonnes of biomass for its operations at these plants. This
creates the potential for a significant demand for biomass that cannot be met by the
province through current means (Kludze et al. 2013a). A greater demand for biomass
may also arise due to export to Europe or possibly the United States (Garten 2012) as
these jurisdictions attempt to fill their green energy obligations as well.
While there are many possible sources of biomass, from crops and waste residues,
to forestry products, these sources are currently balanced with their demand. For
example, the current supply of crop residues, re-directed to bioenergy, would be
insufficient to meet new types of biomass demand (Kludze et al. 2013a). Therefore, the
production of dedicated sources of biomass may be necessary to fill future demand. The
substitution of coal for agricultural biomass presents an opportunity to lower greenhouse
gas, sulphur dioxide, ash and mercury emissions (Tillman 2000), and has the potential to
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increase soil carbon storage if annual food crops are replaced by perennial biomass crops.
Perennial warm season grasses, particularly switchgrass and miscanthus, have been
identified as candidates for large scale agricultural production due to their high biomass
yields and soil carbon storage potential (Post and Kwan 2000). However, the large scale
growth of these crops is virtually unknown in the province.
Growing dedicated agricultural biomass requires land conversion from traditional
annual crop rotations to perennial grasses. This type of change is complicated and
involves a great deal of risk on the part of agricultural producers. While planting and
establishing the crop may be fairly straightforward, exiting the perennial grass industry is
less certain and could be especially costly if market conditions change. This risk is
particularly exacerbated by recent fluctuations in agricultural commodity prices. When
grain prices are lower, the opportunity costs of converting to perennial grasses are lower
and conversion is relatively more attractive facing a constant biomass price. However,
sudden spikes in grain price may significantly increase the opportunity costs and
perennial grasses cannot be easily back-converted to annual crops. Therefore, convincing
agricultural producers to convert could take a great deal of resources, along with longterm guaranteed contracts like the feed-in tariffs provided to energy producers. The
incentives to convert are also significantly different when faced with $4 per bushel corn
compared to $8 per bushel corn.
While growing biomass and supporting bioenergy initiatives can have a positive
effect on the human impact of climate change, this particular scenario also exacerbates
the food versus fuel debate. When agricultural lands growing traditional crops are
converted to biomass, the supply of food is restricted in the short run. This could increase
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soil carbon and lower net carbon emissions, but also cause food shortages, food price
increases and increase instability in agricultural commodity markets. In the long run, food
could be supplied from other areas, inducing secondary land use change and eliminating
some of the net carbon benefits of biomass production. For example, crops previously
grown in Ontario could be supplied from agricultural lands in Brazil that had previously
been rain forest.
The province of Ontario has shown its commitment to mitigating the climate
effects of energy production through the Green Energy Act, 2009. By encouraging the
development of a dedicated agricultural biomass industry, the province has changed the
game for agricultural producers, providing incentives to create a biomass supply from
perennial grasses, including switchgrass and miscanthus. Establishing this supply in the
province requires three main lines of inquiry. The first is the potential of the Ontario
landscape to produce these biomass crops now and into the future and the break-even
price of this production. In other words, how much switchgrass and miscanthus can be
produced in the province and how much does it cost to do so? The second is a
comparison of these biomass crops to traditional agriculture in the province to investigate
opportunity costs, potential areas suited for production, and to establish potential supply
conditions. Which areas of the province are most suited to switchgrass and miscanthus
production at the farm-gate, given potential agricultural opportunity costs? The third is an
assessment of supply chain structures based on potential end-uses and prices for
switchgrass and miscanthus in the province. How does supply chain structure impact the
supply of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario?
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The purpose of this dissertation is to assess the potential for Ontario farmland to
supply switchgrass and miscanthus biomass to inform bioenergy policies, using an
integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model. The objectives are to:
1) Estimate the yields of switchgrass and miscanthus production in Ontario using a biophysical simulation model incorporating temperature, precipitation and solar
radiation, under different assumptions of potential climate change;
2) Assess the costs of switchgrass and miscanthus production in Ontario to determine
break-even prices;
3) Establish the agricultural opportunity costs of a traditional corn-soybean-wheat
rotation relative to biomass in Ontario to determine the farm-gate supply of
switchgrass and miscanthus given different assumptions of biomass and grain prices;
and
4) Assess potential supply chain structures and the distance from agricultural lands to
end-users to determine the effect of structure on supply in Ontario.
This dissertation employs an integrated approach to examine biomass supply in
the province of Ontario. Economic and bio-physical information are spatially connected
via geographic information systems to reveal a level of detail that can be overlooked in
other types of models. This paper builds upon previous integrated models (Jain et al.
2010; Khanna et al. 2008; Khanna et al. 2010) by focusing on the Ontario context and
examining data at a much finer scale, moving from the county level, down to the field
level (9 ha units) regarding biomass crop yields and costs. This dissertation employs
588,646 spatial units of analysis. Due to the political nature of county boundaries, they do
not always follow climate patterns. Moving from the county level of analysis, closer to
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the individual, eliminates some of these issues and gives a clearer picture of areas more
suitable for biomass production. This also allows microeconomic decisions to be modeled
by units more similar to distinct individuals, rather than by county level social planners,
allowing a more nuanced analysis of the results.
This dissertation is structured such that each chapter represents a distinct
manuscript. Chapter 2 presents "A spatial model of climate change effects on yields and
break-even prices of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario, Canada", published in
Global Change Biology Bioenergy. Chapter 3 presents "Effects of grain and biomass
prices on the farm-gate supply of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario". Chapter 4
presents "Effects of supply chain structure and biomass prices on switchgrass and
miscanthus production in Ontario". The dissertation ends with a conclusions chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 - A SPATIAL MODEL OF CLIMATE CHANGE EFFECTS ON
YIELDS AND BREAK-EVEN PRICES OF SWITCHGRASS AND MISCANTHUS
IN ONTARIO, CANADA
By Aaron V. De Laporte, Alfons J. Weersink and Daniel W. McKenney (GCB
Bioenergy, 2013)
2.1 ABSTRACT
Concerns over global climate change have led many jurisdictions to implement
strategies aimed at reducing greenhouse gas levels. One example is the replacement of
coal with dedicated energy crops, such as switchgrass and miscanthus. The yields and
costs of these potentially valuable bio-energy crops have been evaluated in only a few
cases, and previous studies have not focused on climate change effects. This paper
assesses the potential yields and costs of growing switchgrass and miscanthus on the
agricultural land base in Ontario, Canada, under different climate assumptions, using a
GIS-based integrated biophysical and economic simulation model. The model shows that
miscanthus has a mean peak yield that is 88.5% (29.6 t/ha compared to 15.7 t/ha) higher
and a mean farm-gate break-even price that is 25.9% ($58.20/t compared to $73.29/t)
lower than switchgrass. The impact of climate change on the yield and break-even price
of switchgrass and miscanthus is dependent upon the climate model. CGCM3.1 predicts
that mean peak yields of switchgrass and miscanthus could drop 17.8% and 14.9%,
whereas CCSM3.0 predicts that mean yields could increase 41.4% and 44.9%, from
2071-2100, in the A2 climate scenario, respectively. Both crops show promise as biomass
sources for bio-energy production, but a changing global climate, along with cultivar and
planting technology developments, could affect crop choices.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
Concerns over global climate change have increased demand for sources of green
energy. The substitution of coal for agricultural biomass presents an opportunity to lower
greenhouse gas, sulphur dioxide, ash and mercury emissions (Tillman 2000), and has the
potential to increase soil carbon storage if annual food crops are replaced by perennial
biomass crops, including switchgrass and miscanthus (Post and Kwan 2000). Many green
energy policies have been put in place to discourage fossil fuel use in energy production.
The number of countries with policy targets for renewable energy increased from 79 in
2008 to 98 in 2010 (REN21 2011).
One jurisdiction that has adopted green energy policies is the province of Ontario,
Canada. In the Green Energy Act of 2009, the Government of Ontario mandates the
elimination all coal-fired electricity production by 2014. According to various
Government of Ontario news releases, coal provides approximately 2-3% of the
province’s energy needs, down from about 25% in the early 2000s. The Ontario Power
Generation Corporation (OPG) has been examining agricultural biomass as a potential
replacement for a portion of the energy previously provided by coal and estimates their
annual demand at approximately 2 million tonnes of dry matter biomass (tDM). Biomass
demand could also come from other sources, such as ethanol production or smaller scale
biomass burners, especially if the price of oil increases sufficiently. While it is assumed
that dedicated energy crops grown on less-desirable agricultural land will be the major
source of the necessary biomass, it is not known how much switchgrass and miscanthus
could be grown in Ontario.
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Even if there is a demand for agricultural biomass, it is not guaranteed that any
will be provided. Producer and landowner decision-making on a microeconomic scale
will determine the amount of biomass produced. Landowner decisions will hinge on the
costs of production, the biomass price offered, the presence of policy incentives and
personal characteristics. Global climate change could also alter many production factors
and have a significant impact on the yields and costs of growing dedicated energy crops.
Since climate change could have an impact on crop yields in Ontario, the relative
attractiveness of different agricultural options could change significantly with the
climate.
This paper considers Ontario's potential ability to grow two perennial warmseason grasses for biomass combustion, switchgrass and miscanthus, using a GIS-based
bio-physical growth model that incorporates site specific climate factors, including
temperature, precipitation and solar radiation. Similar models have been developed in
other contexts, including Illinois (Khanna et al. 2008; Khanna et al. 2011), the
Midwestern US (Jain et al. 2010) and Ireland (Clifton-Brown et al. 2000), but these
simulations do not incorporate the potential impacts of different future climate scenarios,
or consider the case of Ontario, Canada.
Assessments of possible future climate change are difficult and can be somewhat
controversial (Cox and Stephenson 2007). Many modern climate change predictions are
conducted by Atmospheric-Oceanic General Circulation Models (AOGCMs), which are
complex computer simulation models incorporating the basic laws of physics, fluid
dynamics and chemistry, in addition to other factors (Heffernan 2010). Various
AOGCMs exist, such as the National Center for Atmospheric Research's (NCAR)
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Community Climate System Model (CCSM) and the Canadian Center for Climate
Modelling and Analysis' (CCCMA) Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM), but each
has multiple stages of development and includes slightly different assessments of the
relevant factors in future prediction. Therefore, different results are obtained from
different AOGCMs and different iterations of each model. Various authors have explored
the differences between these models. The effects of climate on traditional crops in
Ontario have also been examined (Cabas et al. 2010). Changes in the growth range of
different plant species have been studied (Bertin 2008; Kelly and Goulden 2008; Woodall
et al. 2009), particularly the climate envelopes of various tree species (e.g. McKenney et
al. 2011a). However, the effects of possible climate change on purpose grown biomass
crops have been less well studied, especially in the context of Ontario.
The demand for agricultural biomass in Ontario is increasing, and could continue
to increase long into the future, when climatic conditions could be different. Therefore,
an assessment of the yields and costs of dedicated biomass crops, such as switchgrass and
miscanthus, under different climate possibilities, is necessary. The purpose of this study
is to assess the yields and costs of two biomass crops, switchgrass and miscanthus, on the
Ontario agricultural land base, under different climate conditions, using a GIS-based
biophysical and economic model.

2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
Ontario is located in central-eastern Canada, bordered by the provinces of
Manitoba to the west and Quebec to the east. Its borders extend from approximately
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56°51'N in the North, to 41°41'N in the South, to 74°19'W in the East, to 95°10'W in the
West. The total area of the province is approximately 917,741 km2, larger than France
and the UK combined. The southernmost parts of Ontario are aligned with, for example,
Northern California, Barcelona, Spain and Rome, Italy, whereas parts of Northern
Ontario are in the Subarctic climate zone. The agricultural zones of Ontario are shown in
Figure 2.1.
Ontario has approximately 2.8 million hectares of land growing annual crops such
as corn, soybean and wheat. Using satellite imagery from 1998 to 2002 at a 30m x 30m
spatial scale, Figure 2.1 shows that agricultural production is focused in the Southern
region of the province (AAFC 2009). There are also approximately 2.5 million hectares
of land growing perennial crops, including pasture land.
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Figure 2.1: Location of annual and perennial cropland in Ontario, including county
boundaries.
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Climate Data
High resolution spatial climate models have been developed to help assess the
potential impacts of climate and climate change on Ontario growing conditions (see Price
et al. 2011 and McKenney et al. 2011b). This analysis makes use of projections of
average minimum and maximum mean monthly temperatures, precipitation and solar
radiation from three climate change scenarios, A2, A1B and B1, from two different
AOGCMs, CGCM3.1 (McFarlane et al. 2005) and CCSM3.0 (Collins et al. 2006). The
three climate change scenarios have different projected amounts of aerosols, with A2
(high) resulting in the most extreme changes in climate, followed by A1B (medium), and
finally B1 (low) (Solomon et al. 2007). Predicted data is available for three time periods:
2011-2040; 2041-2070; and 2071-2100. The base scenario uses monthly means of daily
minimum and maximum temperatures, precipitation and solar radiation from 1971-2000.
From 1971 to 2000, mean daily maximum July temperatures ranged from 16.4°C
to 28.5°C, with an average of 22.8°C (Figure 2.2; McKenney et al. 2011a). Figure 2.2
shows the differences in July maximum mean daily temperatures between the scenarios
for the CGCM3.1 and CCSM3.0 models (see also McKenney et al. 2011).
Figure 2.2 shows the differences in mean daily maximum temperatures between
recent normals, different climate models and different climate scenarios. Normals from
1971 to 2000 show the lowest temperatures as mentioned in the previous paragraph. In
CGCM3.1, mean July maximums increase from 22.8°C in the base case to 25.3°C in the
B1 (Low) and to 27.7°C in the A2 (High) climate change scenarios, from 2071 to 2100.
The CCSM3.0 predicts that mean daily maximum July temperatures increase to 27.6°C,
which is slightly lower than the prediction of CGCM3.1. However, the range of Ontario
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temperatures is smaller in CCSM3.0 (22.4°C to 32.4°C) than in CGCM3.1 (21.3°C to
33.2°C).
From 1971-2000 mean total annual precipitation in Ontario ranged from 455 to
1136 mm, with an average of 718 mm (Figure 2.3). In CGCM3.1, mean total annual
precipitation increased to between 781 mm (B1) and 826 mm (A2). Mean total annual
precipitation increased to 822 mm in the A2 scenario of CCSM3.0. From Figure 2.3, total
annual precipitation appears to have increased to a greater degree in Southern Ontario in
CCSM3.0 compared to CGCM3.1, in the A2 scenario.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2: Mean daily maximum July temperatures for Ontario for the base scenario
(Panel a), CGCM3.1 (B1 (Panel c) and A2 (Panel d)) and CCSM3.0 (A2 (Panel b)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3: Annual total precipitation for Ontario for the base scenario (Panel a), CGCM3.1
(B1 (Panel c) and A2 (Panel d)) and CCSM3.0 (A2 (Panel b)).
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Growth Models
Growth models for switchgrass and miscanthus similar to those presented here
have been used in different contexts, including miscanthus growth in Illinois (Khanna et
al. 2008; Khanna et al. 2011), the Midwestern US (Jain et al. 2010), Ireland (CliftonBrown et al. 2000) and at a coarse European scale (Clifton-Brown et al. 2004). The
method is based on the growth principles established by Monteith (1977), using an
application of the Beer-Lambert Law of light interception (Monsi and Saeki 1953). In this
model, yield equals:
𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 𝑆(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒� ∙ 𝑒�

(1)

where S(t) represents the integral of photosynthetically active radiation, ei represents the
interception efficiency, and ec is the energy conversion efficiency. Equation (1) states that
the daily yield of biomass is equal to the amount of sunlight received times the amount of
light intercepted and the plant's ability to build mass using solar energy. The interception
efficiency equals:
𝑒� = 1 − 𝑒 (��∙���)

(2)

where LAI is the leaf area index and k is the radiation extinction coefficient. In order to
calculate total yield in a season, a daily stepping model was constructed for the two crops
using temperatures present in the climate data discussed previously. Spatial temperature
data was interpolated at a 300m x 300m scale using kriging to integrate with the land use
data available at a 30m x 30m scale. Daily biomass production was summed over the
growing season to create total biomass yield at the end of the growing season.
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Switchgrass
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) is a perennial warm season grass found in the
remnant tall grass prairies of North America (McLaughlin and Kszos 2005). As such, its
growth in an Ontario context is relatively more certain compared to miscanthus species,
which are Asian in origin. For example, Madakadze et al. (1998), examined the growth of
switchgrass in Southern Quebec, located near Ontario. Switchgrass growth in this model
is adapted from Illinois field data (Jain et al. 2010). For the cave-in-rock cultivar of
switchgrass:
𝐿𝐴𝐼 � = 0.013 ∙ 𝐷𝐷�� (3)

where DD10 is growing degree days above 10°C. The ec for switchgrass is 1.7 g/MJ and
the extinction coefficient, k, is 0.44.

Miscanthus
Giant Miscanthus (Miscanthus x giganteus), an Asian warm season grass, has
been identified as a potential source of biomass (Heaton et al. 2008). However, its growth
in an Ontario context is uncertain since current field trials have only published data from
the 2nd and 3rd growth seasons (Deen et al. 2011). Therefore, growth parameters from
Illinois were used (Jain et al. 2010). In this case, LAI equals:
𝐿𝐴𝐼 � = 0.019 ∙ 𝐷𝐷�� (4)

where DD12 is growing degree days above 12°C. The ec for miscanthus is 3.4 g/MJ and
the extinction coefficient, k, is 0.57.
Soil moisture considerations are incorporated into the growth model using the
Hargreaves (2003) method to calculate potential evapotranspiration from temperature and
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solar radiation data and monthly average precipitation in the various climate scenarios.
Due to the lack of available soil information for the entire region being considered, soils
were assumed to have a moisture holding capacity of 150 mm (Clifton-Brown et al.
2000). Growth could only occur when soil moisture deficit was less than 150 mm. In this
manner, the yield results from the growth models can be considered to be the maximum
climate potential yields of switchgrass and miscanthus.

Cost Data and Break-Even Calculations
Many supply chain complications exist when attempting to create a fully
functioning biomass market and many of these, such as wide-scale farm gate biomass
prices, have not been addressed in a North American context. Therefore, this study
examines the cost side of growing biomass by examining break-even farm-gate prices,
since the revenue side is relatively more uncertain.
The costs of many agricultural tasks and products in Ontario are adapted from
Vyn et al. (2012). Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium costs are estimated at $1.33/kg
applied nitrogen, $1.57/kg replacement phosphorous and $0.96/kg replacement
potassium, respectively. The cost of fertilizer spreading is fixed at $19.77/ha. Fixed
harvest costs are $42.01/ha, baling is $21/tonne harvested and on farm transport and
storage costs are $4.5/tonne harvested. These costs are shown in Table 2.1.
Switchgrass specific cost estimates are adapted from the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) (2011) and from Vyn et al. (2012).
Establishment costs, which included the costs of primary tillage, secondary tillage,
seeding, weed control and establishment failure, are estimated at $868.08/ha. Nitrogen is
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not applied in the first year, but applied at a rate of 100 kg N/ha every year thereafter
(Khanna et al. 2008). Phosphorous and Potassium are applied at a replacement rate based
on harvested yield. 0.17 kg of P and 0.72 kg of K are applied for each tonne of
switchgrass harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al. 2008). The yield loss from a
harvest after first frost is assumed to be 20% and the stand life for switchgrass is assumed
to be 10 years (Jain et al. 2010). Switchgrass is assumed to have no yield in the first year,
67% of the maximum in the second year and full yield from year 3 onwards (Khanna et
al. 2008).
Miscanthus specific cost estimates are adapted from Vyn et al. (2012) and Virani
(2011). Establishment costs, which included the costs of primary tillage, secondary
tillage, rhizome planting and weed control are estimated to be $2628.53/ha. The majority
of this establishment cost consists of rhizome purchase. Rhizome costs are controversial,
given the limited market, with estimates ranging from $0.03 to $0.60 per rhizome
(Smeets et al. 2009; Khanna et al. 2008). This study assumes a cost of $0.129 per
rhizome at a planting rate of 1.75 rhizomes per m2 (Vyn et al. 2012). Nitrogen is applied
at an annual rate of 80 kg N/ha (Deen et al. 2011). Phosphorous and Potassium are
applied at a replacement rate based on harvested yield. 0.3 kg of P and 0.8 kg of K are
applied for each tonne of miscanthus harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al.
2008). The yield loss from an early spring harvest is assumed to be 20% and the stand life
for miscanthus is assumed to be 15 years (Jain et al. 2010). Miscanthus is assumed to
have no yield in the first year, 50% of the maximum in the second year and full yield
from year 3 onwards (Khanna et al. 2008). Switchgrass and miscanthus production costs
are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Switchgrass and miscanthus production costs

Cost
Switchgrass Miscanthus
Establishment Cost ($/ha)
868.08
2628.53
Nitrogen Cost ($/kg N)
1.33
1.33
Phosphorous Cost ($/kg P)
1.57
1.57
Potassium Cost ($/kg K)
0.96
0.96
Fertilizer Application Cost ($/ha)
19.77
19.77
Fixed Harvest Costs ($/ha)
42.01
42.01
Bailing ($/t)
21.00
21.00
On-Farm Transport and Storage ($/t)
4.50
4.50
Opportunity Cost of Land ($/ha)
230.77
230.77
Source: Vyn et al. 2012; OMAFRA 2011
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Farm-gate break-even prices were calculated as the yearly biomass price (PB)
needed to break even on a net present value (NPV) farm-level biomass production
project, using a 5% real discount rate. In this model, the NPV of a biomass project is:
𝑁𝑃𝑉�� = 𝑃𝑉� − 𝑃𝑉� − 𝐶� (6)

where PVB is the present value of benefits, PVC is the present value of yearly costs and C0
is the initial or establishment cost. In this case, the present value of benefits is:
𝑃𝑉� =

�� ∙�
�

�

∙ �1 − (���)� � (7)

where Y is the expected crop yield (varying across the province), i is the discount rate
(0.05) and n is the number of years of the project. Therefore, the break-even price is:
𝐵𝐸𝑃� =

�(��� ��� )
�

�

∙ �1 − (���)��

��

(8)

where BEPB is the n year break-even price of biomass.

2.4 RESULTS
Minimum, maximum and mean peak yields (Table 2.2), and farm-gate break-even
prices (Table 2.3), of the Ontario agricultural land grid cells, for the various climate
scenarios and models are reported for both switchgrass and miscanthus. The results in
Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 focus on the current agricultural lands of Ontario only (Figure
2.1). In discussions of the potential future yields and break-even prices of these bioenergy crops, the A2 scenario of the CGCM3.1 model will be used for exposition since
there is evidence that current climate trends could be closer to this scenario than the A1B
and B1 scenarios (The Guardian, 2011).
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Table 2.2: Minimum, maximum and mean switchgrass and miscanthus peak yields for
agricultural grid cells across Ontario for three climate change scenarios in two climate
models, including the current base climate scenario.

Model

Climate
Scenario

Normals
CGCM3.1

Base
B1

CGCM3.1

A1B

CGCM3.1

A2

CCSM3.0

B1

CCSM3.0

A1B

CCSM3.0

A2

Period
End
Year
2000
2040
2070
2100
2040
2070
2100
2040
2070
2100
2040
2070
2100
2040
2070
2100
2040
2070
2100

Yields (t/ha/y)
Switchgrass
Miscanthus
Min

Max

Mean

9.3
9.3
9.6
10.3
9.2
9.8
9.6
9.0
9.6
10.3
9.8
8.7
12.8
13.1
12.5
10.0
12.6
10.9
9.9

20.2
19.5
21.1
20.9
19.8
20.5
20.9
20.3
20.1
19.4
24.2
25.1
25.3
24.2
25.6
25.4
23.9
25.8
27.6

15.7
13.9
13.4
13.6
12.7
13.1
12.9
13.2
12.6
12.9
18.9
20.3
20.2
19.9
21.4
21.1
19.2
19.8
22.2
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Min

Max

Mean

15.7
16.4
17.6
18.7
16.9
18.8
18.1
16.5
17.5
19.9
18.2
16.3
23.2
24.6
23.8
18.9
23.1
20.2
19.2

38.9
37.6
41.1
40.8
38.7
40.2
40.9
39.2
39.3
37.8
46.7
48.2
48.5
46.7
49.9
49.2
46.3
50.1
54.2

29.6
26.1
25.4
26.0
23.9
25.3
24.8
24.8
24.2
25.2
36.3
39.4
38.5
38.3
41.3
40.5
37.1
38.1
42.9

Table 2.3: Minimum, maximum and mean switchgrass and miscanthus farm-gate breakeven prices for agricultural grid cells across Ontario for three climate change scenarios in
two climate models, including the current base climate scenario.

Period
Climate
Model
End
Scenario
Year
Normals
Base
2000
CGCM3.1
B1
2040
2070
2100
CGCM3.1
A1B
2040
2070
2100
CGCM3.1
A2
2040
2070
2100
CCSM3.0
B1
2040
2070
2100
CCSM3.0
A1B
2040
2070
2100
CCSM3.0
A2
2040
2070
2100

Break-Even Price ($/t/y)
Switchgrass
Miscanthus
Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

61.90
63.18
63.36
60.75
62.53
61.33
60.65
61.81
62.12
63.41
56.06
55.05
54.79
56.07
54.42
54.70
56.42
54.21
52.42

108.12
103.85
100.74
95.92
104.42
99.28
100.85
106.39
101.24
96.12
99.52
109.17
82.29
81.14
83.94
98.42
83.47
93.09
98.74

73.29
79.23
81.11
79.62
84.05
81.96
82.90
81.62
84.19
82.41
65.07
62.40
62.52
62.89
60.20
60.96
64.43
63.33
59.43

49.97
50.99
48.95
48.89
50.45
49.20
48.80
50.04
49.72
50.61
46.09
45.49
45.34
46.09
44.85
45.07
46.27
44.76
43.40

98.54
82.03
77.79
75.16
79.33
74.89
76.58
80.64
78.42
72.13
76.38
81.96
65.64
63.53
64.75
74.49
65.82
71.51
73.76

58.20
62.17
63.22
62.01
65.35
63.06
63.92
63.97
64.74
62.90
52.21
50.12
50.62
50.57
48.84
49.38
51.58
50.93
48.27
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According to Table 2.2, switchgrass mean peak yields are generally lower than
miscanthus mean peak yields on the Ontario agricultural landscape. In the base scenario,
switchgrass yields between 9.3 and 20.2, with a mean of 15.7 t/ha/yr. Miscanthus mean
peak yields range from 15.7 to 38.9, with a mean of 29.6 t/ha/y, nearly double the yield of
switchgrass. According to Table 2.3, miscanthus break-even prices are generally lower
than those of switchgrass. Switchgrass break-even prices range from $61.90 to $108.12,
with an average of $73.29 per tonne per year. These values are higher than those of
miscanthus, which range between $49.97 and $98.54, with an average of $58.20 per
tonne per year.
The results of growth predictions using CGCM3.1, in the A2 scenario, indicate
that mean switchgrass peak yields could decrease to 13.2 t/ha/y from 2011-2040, 12.6
t/ha/y from 2041-2070 and 12.9 t/ha/y from 2071-2100 (Table 2.2). These represent yield
decreases of 15.9% (2011-2040), 19.7% (2041-2070) and 17.8% (2071-2100) from the
base scenario. Switchgrass mean break-even prices follow the opposite trend, increasing
from $73.29 (base), to $81.62 (2011-2040), to $84.19 (2041-2070), to $82.41 (20712100) per tonne per year (Table 2.3). In other words, switchgrass break-even prices
increase from the base scenario by 11.4% from 2011-2040, by 14.9% from 2041-2070
and by 12.4% from 2071-2100. Just as with switchgrass, miscanthus yields could
decrease to 24.8 t/ha/y from 2011-2040, 24.2 t/ha/y from 2041-2070 and 25.2 t/ha/y from
2071-2100. These values represent yield decreases of 16.2% (2011-2040), 18.2% (20412070) and 14.9% (2071-2100) from the base scenario. Miscanthus break-even prices
increase from the base scenario by 9.9% (to $63.97 per tonne) from 2011-2040, 11.2%
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(to $64.74 per tonne) from 2041-2070 and 8.0% (to $62.90 per tonne) from 2071-2100
(Table 2.3).
Growth predictions using CGCM3.1 also show that switchgrass yields could
decrease to between 13.6 (B1) and 12.9 (A2; A1B) t/ha/y on average between 2071 and
2100, depending on the climate scenario (Table 2.2). These would represent yield
decreases of 13.4% to 17.8%. Similarly, miscanthus yields could decrease to between
26.0 (B1) and 24.8 (A1B) t/ha/y, representing yield decreases of 12.2% to 16.2%. This
indicates that miscanthus yields decrease to a slightly lesser degree on average than those
of switchgrass, using the CGCM3.1 Climate Model.
Table 2.3 shows that break-even prices follow the opposite trend of switchgrass
yields. Average switchgrass farm-gate break-even prices increase to between $79.62 (B1)
and $82.90 (A1B) per tonne per year, from 2071-2100. These break-even prices are 8.6%
(B1) to 13.1% (A1B) higher than those of the base case. Regarding miscanthus, breakeven prices increase to between $62.01 (B1) and $63.92 (A1B), representing increases of
6.5% (B1) to 9.8% (A1B).
In each climate scenario, CGCM3.1 generally predicts lower yields and greater
break-even prices than does CCSM3.0 (Table 2.2). More specifically, CGCM3.1 predicts
decreases in yield, whereas CCSM3.0 predicts increases in yield on the current Ontario
agricultural land base. In CGCM3.1, mean switchgrass yields are 41.9% lower than
CCSM3.0, in the A2 scenario, from 2071-2100. Similarly, mean miscanthus yields are
41.3% lower. Average break-even prices are 38.7% higher for switchgrass and 30.3%
higher for miscanthus in CGCM3.1 compared to CCSM3.0, from 2071-2100, in the A2
scenario.
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Figure 2.4 displays the growing potential of switchgrass on the entire Ontario
landscape, rather than just on the current agricultural base to provide provincial context
and examine shifts in the climate envelope of the species. Figure 2.4 shows, in general,
that for CGCM3.1, the best growth area for switchgrass moves further North, away from
the current agricultural land base. In contrast, for CCSM3.0, the best growth area for
switchgrass remains in the current prime agricultural area of Ontario and switchgrass
yields increase across the province.
Similar to Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5 displays the growing potential of miscanthus on
the entire Ontario landscape, rather than just on the current agricultural base. Figure 2.5
shows the same trend as Figure 2.4, where the yields of miscanthus generally increase
across the province according to CCSM3.0, while the best growing range of the crop
appears to move to the North according to CGCM3.1, in the A2 scenario, from 20712100.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.4: Potential switchgrass yields on the Ontario landscape under 1971-2000 (Panel
a), CGCM3.1 A2 2071-2100 (Panel b) and CCSM3.0 A2 2071-2100 (Panel c) climate
conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.5: Potential miscanthus yields on the Ontario landscape under 1971-2000 (Panel a),
CGCM3.1 A2 2071-2100 (Panel b) and CCSM3.0 A2 2071-2100 (Panel c) climate conditions.
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Figure 2.6 shows the amount of area potentially converted to switchgrass or
miscanthus as biomass prices increase, based on the break-even price. More specifically,
a parcel of land is assumed to change from its current agricultural use into biomass when
the price of biomass exceeds the break-even price for that parcel. Figure 2.6 is similar in
concept to a supply curve, but with simplified conversion assumptions.
Figure 2.6 shows an upward-sloping, generally cubic trend for both switchgrass
and miscanthus. Area converted to biomass increases slowly initially as price increases
due to the fact that there is a comparatively small amount of very well situated
agricultural land in Ontario. Area conversion then increases rapidly over a fairly small
segment of price values, as much of the agricultural land in the province has somewhat
similar weather characteristics. This is followed by a region of very small increases in
area as price changes, where very large increases in price are required to convert more
area to biomass. This is due to the comparatively small number of agricultural areas in
the northern regions of Ontario.
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(b)
Figure 2.6: Area converted to switchgrass (Panel a) and miscanthus (Panel b) as price
increases, based on break-even price in the A2 Scenario of CCSM3.0.
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2.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Using climate-driven production models and historical climate averages from
1971 to 2000, this paper provides yields and break-even price estimates for switchgrass
and miscanthus grown in the province of Ontario. From Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, the
mean miscanthus yield is 88.5% higher than the mean switchgrass yield and the mean
switchgrass break-even price is 25.9% higher. Therefore, it would seem that the
production of miscanthus would be relatively more desirable, economically, in the
Ontario context. Higher miscanthus yields also imply that a greater overall quantity of
biomass could be grown, or a smaller area could be used to grow a specific amount
(Table 2.2). Growing miscanthus in Ontario could be particularly advantageous if
transportation costs to major aggregation/demand centres were considered in the model,
since miscanthus would need to be transported from fewer locations. However, this
miscanthus enthusiasm could be tempered with a discussion of its potential as an invasive
foreign species, compared to the relatively more localized (less invasive) growing habitat
of switchgrass. Cultivar selection and technological advances could also change the
relative attractiveness of the two species. Furthermore, since information regarding
miscanthus growth in the Ontario context is uncertain, especially in the long-term,
miscanthus break-even prices could be significantly higher. According to Vyn et al.
(2012), sensitivity analysis on the results of their break-even analysis of miscanthus
showed that the break-even price could increase 64.3% if miscanthus has delayed peak
yield, early termination, and comparatively expensive rhizome costs, all possibilities in
the Ontario context.
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The farm gate break-even price ranges examined in this study for switchgrass
($61.90-$108.12 per tonne) and miscanthus ($49.97-$98.54 per tonne) are somewhat
higher than those observed by Khanna et al. (2008) for miscanthus in Illinois ($41-$58
per tonne). However, the ranges are similar given the spatial differences in the locations.
The results are more similar to Jain et al. (2010) a Midwestern United States study
($88.27-$144.19 per tonne switchgrass and $53.25-$153.47 per tonne miscanthus). A
study of the Midwestern US covers more of the variability in the Ontario landscape than
a comparison to Illinois. There are not really any well functioning markets for biomass
feedstock in Ontario to date. Anecdotal evidence shows small home heating and animal
bedding markets for these grasses, but they are only grown on a very small scale by a
small number of producers. In order for these grasses to be effective in heating, it is
advantageous to convert them into pellets or briquettes beyond the farm-gate, at
significant additional cost. Given the small premium markets, the prices paid for these
grasses exceed the farm-gate costs and this could encourage production. However, the
current demand appears to be low and increasing supply would quickly undercut the
attractiveness of current prices, without increases in demand. In order for demand to
increase significantly, biomass would have to be used for energy and become relatively
more attractive to, for example, coal, nuclear, or natural gas, likely in the presence of
policy incentives. The break-even prices observed for switchgrass and miscanthus in this
study are not very close natural gas, which, unlike coal, is not being mandated away by
policy in the Ontario context.
In the models examined, the impact of climate change on the yield of switchgrass
and miscanthus is unclear (Table 2.2). Increasing heat units in Ontario extends the
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growing season; however, increasing heat can also make water more scarce by increasing
evapotranspiration. In CGCM3.1, soil moisture appears to be a problem in future
scenarios of climate change, limiting the growth of both switchgrass and miscanthus in
the current agricultural areas of Ontario, compared to the base model. Mean yields of
switchgrass and miscanthus could drop 17.8% (15.7 t/ha to 12.9 t/ha) and 14.9% (29.6
t/ha to 25.2 t/ha), from 2071-2100, in the A2 scenario, respectively. Figure 2.4 and Figure
2.5 reveal the possibility of a changing weather pattern, where a relatively more Northern
area of the province becomes more climatically attractive to switchgrass and miscanthus
growth. However, this area is in a region of rocky soils that may not be suited for the
growth of bioenergy crops, making switchgrass and miscanthus less attractive in the
Ontario context.
Yield results from CCSM3.0 are more promising regarding future switchgrass and
miscanthus yields. From Table 2.2, the A2 scenario has a greater impact on switchgrass
and miscanthus yield than the A1B and B1 scenarios. Compared to CGCM3.1, the
precipitation and temperature changes predicted by CCSM3.0 are more advantageous to
mean switchgrass and miscanthus yields on the current Ontario land base. Mean
switchgrass yields could increase 41.4% (from 15.7 t/ha to 22.2 t/ha) and mean
miscanthus yields could increase 44.9% (from 29.6 t/ha to 42.9 t/ha), from 2071 to 2100,
in the A2 scenario.
The upward sloping cubic curve depicted in Figure 2.6 is a fairly expected result,
given the spatial distribution of heat and solar radiation in Ontario, along with the
location of the croplands examined. One of the issues associated with this curve relates to
the possibility of mass conversions of agricultural land to switchgrass or miscanthus over
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a fairly small range of biomass prices. However, this possibility is mitigated by some of
the transportation factors considered earlier, non-financial producer decision making
factors, and the fact that soil quality has not been incorporated into this model (Kludze et
al. 2013a). Soil quality effects would increase variability and likely increase the slope of
the curves in the observed horizontal range. It is also possible that some, for example,
northern forested areas could be converted to agriculture in future climate scenarios,
resulting in a lessening of the slope in the latter portion of the observed curves.
It is difficult to determine whether estimated switchgrass and miscanthus growth
is within the range of possibilities currently observed in Ontario field trials. According to
Deen et al. (2011) approximately 9 tDM/ha of switchgrass (Cave-in-Rock) and 19.5
tDM/ha miscanthus (Nagara) was harvested from the Elora research station. This model
predicts peak yields of 16.5 t/ha switchgrass and 32 t/ha miscanthus at the station.
Similarly, the model predicts 17 t/ha switchgrass and 34 t/ha miscanthus, at Ridgetown,
whereas the field trial estimates 9.5 tDM/ha switchgrass and 23 tDM/ha miscanthus. At
Simcoe, the model predicts 15 t/ha switchgrass and 30 t/ha miscanthus, whereas the field
trial estimates 10 tDM/ha switchgrass and 12.5 tDM miscanthus (2nd year). The field
trial results are given in terms of dry matter, whereas the results of the model are peak
theoretical yield. The results of the field trials are also in their second and third years,
meaning that the crops may not yet be fully established. Hence, it is difficult to validate
the results of the model, but they appear to move with the field trial results. Year-to-year
fluctuations in yield are also not considered in the model, given it uses 30 year averages
in its calculations, making comparison to second and third year field results more
problematic.
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The results of this model rely on a number of assumptions. The transfer of model
parameters from Jain et al. (2010), an Illinois context, could be problematic, but field data
is not yet advanced enough for calibrated Ontario specific data. The selection of cultivars
of switchgrass and miscanthus will be particularly important to maximize yields and
minimize break-even prices. For example, Vogel and Mitchell (2008) show that Kanlow
x Sumner F1 hybrid swtichgrass yields 20.9 tonnes per hectare in Nebraska, between 40%
and 70% more than its parent cultivars. The selection of a lowland hybrid of switchgrass
(Alamo or Sumner), rather than an upland one (Cave-in-Rock), as used in this study,
could also be particularly advantageous to switchgrass yields and break-even prices in the
Ontario context (Aravindhaksan et al. 2010). The model does not incorporate the effect of
soil quality on yield and does not incorporate a specific soil type. These factors could
significantly change yield results, especially where poor soils are present. The use of the
agricultural land base for analysis does mitigate this somewhat, as the soils should be at
least marginally productive. Regardless, the model shows climatic yield potential for
switchgrass and miscanthus. The changes in yield over time only reflect the changing
climate. Changes in soil quality, agricultural land area, and crop management techniques
have not been considered.
This study provides a detailed, spatially explicit account of potential switchgrass
and miscanthus growth in Ontario and an estimation of the break-even costs of acquiring
that yield at the farm gate. It also provides estimates of the effects climate change could
have on the yields of these two bio-energy crops in Ontario. The incorporation of climate
change shows that increased temperatures have an ambiguous impact on yields, due to
changing precipitation patterns in different climate models. Overall, both crops show
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promise as sources of biomass in Ontario, but further research is still necessary to
determine when and where the crops would be most appropriately grown.
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CHAPTER 3 – EFFECTS OF GRAIN AND BIOMASS PRICES ON THE FARMGATE SUPPLY OF SWITCHGRASS AND MISCANTHUS IN ONTARIO
3.1 ABSTRACT
This study estimates the supply of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario to
inform policy decisions under alternative price and geographic conditions, using an
integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model. Miscanthus has lower costs and higher
yields than switchgrass, making it relatively more economically attractive to Ontario
farmers under current conditions. In the base model, miscanthus biomass production
becomes more profitable than a traditional corn-soybean-wheat rotation at around $46/t
of biomass in the northern and central regions of the province. The entire landscape
becomes attractive for conversion at around $130/t of biomass, with the southwestern
regions remaining in traditional crops for the largest range of prices. Increasing the price
of corn by $1 per bushel increases the biomass price required to produce 20 Mt of
miscanthus by approximately $10/t. If switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, it
becomes the preferred biomass crop when land is initially converted from traditional
crops, but miscanthus is more profitable at higher biomass prices. Switchgrass yields
need to nearly double for switchgrass to be the dominant biomass crop in this model.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
In many global jurisdictions, changes in energy policy have occurred, or are
underway, due to concerns about the anthropogenic components of climate change and
energy security. Examples of changing policy include, bio-fuel mandates, incentives for
green energy production and input bans on non-renewable resources, such as coal. More
specifically, in Ontario, Canada, the provincial government implemented the Green
Energy Act, 2009, which banned coal-based energy production beyond 2013 and created
a feed-in tariff incentive system for green energy production from solar, wind,
hydroelectric, biogas and biomass sources. These incentives, along with an increasing
number of potential uses, have created a demand for biomass, most likely to be met by
agricultural producers. In the USA alone, this demand may be as much as 1 billion dry
tons (Garten 2012). While the initial demand for biomass could be for domestic uses,
potentially as a replacement for coal in electricity generation, increasing demand may be
associated with the export of pellets for use in heat generation in the EU.
While many potential sources of agricultural biomass exist, only crop residues are
currently being exploited to any large scale in Ontario and these sources are likely
insufficient to meet new types of biomass demand (Kludze et al. 2013b). Therefore, the
production of dedicated sources of biomass may be necessary. Perennial warm season
grasses, such as switchgrass and miscanthus, have been identified as potential candidates
for carbon mitigation and large scale agricultural production due to their high biomass
yields and soil carbon storage (Post and Kwan 2000). The actual supply of switchgrass or
miscanthus biomass will depend on site-specific climatic conditions establishing yields,
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the costs of production, the price of biomass, and, perhaps most importantly, perceived
opportunity costs.
Biomass prices will play a critical role in the determination of supply. While no
exchange for switchgrass or miscanthus pellets yet exists, for context, current wood pellet
prices delivered to Rotterdam are around $180/t CAD (ICE Endex 2013). Increases in
demand will increase the price, as will policy incentives. However, opportunity costs,
specifically related to the prices of more traditional agricultural commodities, may play
an even larger role in determining biomass supply. Due to increases in demand for grains
for feed, food, and bio-energy production, the prices of cereal grains have increased
substantially since late 2006. In order for dedicated biomass crops to be grown, the
returns must be higher than those of traditional grain crops, such as corn, soybean and
wheat, in the Ontario context. Given the increase in agricultural commodity prices,
biomass prices would need to be significantly higher now, than prior to 2007, for
switchgrass or miscanthus to be a financially attractive to Ontario farmers.
If biomass is going to be grown on the Ontario agricultural landscape, the choice
of biomass crop is important, as is the location of its growth. Switchgrass (Panicum
virgatum) is found in the remnant tall grass prairies of North America (McLaughlin and
Kszos 2005), whereas Giant Miscanthus (Miscanthus x giganteus), an alternate potential
source of biomass (Heaton et al. 2008), is native to Asia. Choosing between these crops
will depend heavily on their growth in the Ontario climate context and their potential
locations of growth will depend on their relative adaptability to these contexts.
The yields and break-even prices of switchgrass and miscanthus have been
established in a number of locations, including Illinois (Khanna et al. 2008), the
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Midwestern US (Jain et al. 2010) and Ontario (De Laporte et al. 2013). However, only
Khanna et al. (2011) estimate the potential supply of biomass and this is done in the
context of Illinois. The potential supply of switchgrass and miscanthus biomass under
different biomass and agricultural crop prices is not known for Ontario despite the
interest of policy makers, farm organizations, and renewable energy and environmental
groups. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess the supply of switchgrass and
miscanthus on the Ontario landscape under different assumptions of biomass and grain
prices, using an integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model. More specifically, this
study reveals the price conditions and locations that could result in either switchgrass or
miscanthus replacing traditional crop rotations.
This study employs an integrated approach to examine biomass supply in the
province of Ontario. Economic and bio-physical information are spatially connected via
geographic information systems to reveal a level of detail that has been overlooked in
other types of models. This paper builds upon previous integrated models (Jain et al.
2010; Khanna et al. 2008; Khanna et al. 2010) by focusing on the Ontario context and
examining data at a much finer scale, moving from the county level, down to the field
level (9 ha units) regarding biomass crop yields and costs. Due to the political nature of
county boundaries, they do not always follow climate or other spatial patterns. Moving
from the county level of analysis, closer to the individual, eliminates some of these issues
and gives a clearer picture of areas more suitable for biomass or traditional agricultural
production. This also allows microeconomic decisions to be modeled by units more
similar to distinct individuals, rather than by county level social planners, allowing a
more nuanced analysis of the results.
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An outline of the empirical model that includes a description of the study area, an
overview of the economic decision model and a description of the yield, cost and price
scenarios follows. The results of the integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model
are then presented, followed by discussion and conclusions.
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3.3 EMPIRICAL MODEL
Study Area
The province of Ontario, Canada, is approximately 917,741 km2. Satellite
imagery from 1998 to 2002, at a 30m x 30m spatial scale, reveals that the province has
approximately 2.8 million hectares of land growing annual crops, such as corn, soybeans
and wheat, and approximately 2.5 million hectares of land growing perennial crops,
including pasture (AAFC 2009). As shown in Figure 3.1, these annual and perennial
croplands are mostly located in the Southern region of the province, but bands of
agricultural production also exist in the Northern regions. For the purposes of this study,
the agricultural regions of the province are divided into 588,646, 300m by 300m (9 ha)
grid cells. Each of these grid cells is treated as a decision unit in the analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Spatial location of the annual and perennial croplands in Ontario, Canada as
determined by satellite imagery interpretation.
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Economic Model
In order to examine land conversion pressures, this study uses a net present value
maximization model. Each of the 588,646 grid cells is treated as an individual
agricultural producer making a net present value maximization decision, facing unique
corn, soybean, wheat, switchgrass and miscanthus yields.
The optimization problem can be summarized as:
���,���

max � � 𝑁𝑃𝑉�� 𝑋��
���

���

𝑠. 𝑡. � 𝑋�� ≤
�

𝑋��

�

𝑖 = 1,2, . . ,588,646

where Xij is the area allocated to crop j on location i and 𝑋�� is the total area of land at

location i. The producer at location i has three crop choices: a traditional corn-soybeanwheat rotation (j=CSW), switchgrass (j=SG), or miscanthus (j=MS). The net present
value of each of the three choices for j at location i (NPVij) is determined by the output
price, crop yield and input costs. Output price is assumed to be constant across the
province for a given scenario. Switchgrass and miscanthus yields vary with spatial
location in the province due to differences in rainfall, temperature and solar radiation,
while crop yields vary by county. The differences in climatic conditions at each of the
588,646 locations result in site specific yields and costs. As yield increases, on-farm
storage, transportation and nutrient replacement costs increase.
There is some controversy surrounding the nature of yield changes from climate,
where the effect of 'better' climate is unclear. In general terms, it could be that ideal
conditions for a variety of crops grown on the Ontario landscape move in the same
direction. However, it could be that traditional and biomass crops require different
growing conditions and better climate for one type is not better climate for the other.
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While there may be a more favourable climate for crop growth, in general, any changes
in climate will likely have a differential impact on different types of crops. Perhaps such
changes would result in increased yield for one type and decreased yield for the other, or
perhaps it is just a question of degree, where one would get better, but the other would
get much better. Therefore, it is the site specific yields and costs of each location, in a
particular biomass and traditional crop price scenario, which determine the production of
traditional crops or biomass. Summing the decisions of 588,646 distinct individuals
determines the quantity and type of biomass produced in a price scenario and examining
these trends over multiple biomass prices gives rise to an estimation of the biomass
supply curve in the province, for a particular traditional crop price.
The model calculates supply in a partial equilibrium context. The static
deterministic nature of the model implies that sweeping changes could occur to the
landscape if the biomass price jumps quickly. While this could be true in the short-run, in
the long-run, restricting the supply of agricultural lands providing grain would likely
increase grain prices and make grain production relatively more attractive. Therefore, a
series of highly unlikely circumstance would be required to convert the entire province to
biomass. A dynamic general equilibrium model could better capture some of this
feedback, but such models have intense data requirements that are beyond the scope of
this study. Despite the caveats, the partial equilibrium model allows areas that
switchgrass and miscanthus could be profitable, or attractive, under different grain and
biomass prices to be identified.
Building on the traditional versus biomass crop discussion developed above, the
choice of biomass crop can also be controversial. Assuming that the end-use properties of
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various biomass crops are similar, it is possible that there is one type of biomass that
would be superior to grow on the Ontario landscape, if it has lower costs and higher
yields. Conversely, it is possible that one biomass type presents a lower yielding, but
lower cost alternative. In this case, the lower cost and yield type of biomass would likely
be grown at lower biomass prices, but the higher yielding variety would become more
attractive at higher prices, or if larger volumes of biomass were necessary.
While it may be reasonable to assume that switchgrass and miscanthus biomass
have similar end-use properties, it is not reasonable to assume that they have the same
properties as woody biomass or waste biomass. For example, biomass specific
combustion properties, such as nutrient and ash contents, and bio-chemical properties,
such as cellulose and lignin contents, could mean that producers of different biomass
products face very different demand curves for their products and different prices. It
could also be possible to create product differentiation and premium markets for different
types of biomass, further complicating production decisions for potential biomass
producers.
Land quality, as determined by factors such as topography and soil quality, is not
included in this model. The Canadian Land Inventory (CLI) does determine land
capability classes for crop growth, but this information is not available for all of the
regions of the province where agricultural lands exist, particularly in the northern parts of
the province. Therefore, this study examines climate potential only and assumes that all
agricultural lands have been sufficiently modified to support crop growth. This
assumption could be problematic in the determination of some agricultural opportunity
costs, as there is a general belief that the yield responses of biomass crops to land quality
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are less severe than traditional crops. In this manner, the model could overestimate
agricultural opportunity costs on more marginal quality lands.
This model examines all of the agricultural lands in the province, including
perennial lands. However, the model assumes that all agricultural lands are employing a
corn-soybean-wheat rotation. Therefore, the agricultural opportunity costs of perennial
crops grown on perennial agricultural lands are not included here. Some perennial crops,
including fruit trees, could have a higher return, so opportunity costs could be
underestimated. On pasture lands, the land quality may not support a corn-soybean-wheat
rotation, resulting in overestimated opportunity costs, or the returns of ranching could be
higher, resulting in underestimated opportunity costs. Furthermore, converting from one
perennial crop to another may be more expensive than converting from an annual crop
rotation to a perennial grass, resulting in underestimated conversion costs.
Model Specification
The yields and costs of switchgrass and miscanthus agricultural practices are
relatively uncertain in the Ontario context. There are ongoing studies examining the
yields of these crops at various sites in the province (Deen et al. 2011), but
comprehensive physical yield data are unavailable for the multiple contexts of Ontario
agricultural lands. De Laporte et al. (2013) simulates the yields of switchgrass and
miscanthus across the Ontario landscape at a 300m by 300m spatial scale, resulting in
588,646 relevant data points for analysis. The yield models use high resolution spatial
climate data, including average minimum and maximum mean monthly temperatures,
precipitation and solar radiation (Price et al. 2011; McKenney et al. 2011).
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Daily switchgrass and miscanthus yields are estimated using a Monteith (1977)
model, which uses an application of the Beer-Lambert Law of light interception (Monsi
and Saeki 1953). In these kinds of models, the daily yield of biomass is equal to the
amount of sunlight received in an area, times the amount of light intercepted by a plant,
times the ability of the plant to convert light into biomass. Light interception ability is
dependent upon plant leaf area, which is dependent upon earlier growth. Total yield in a
season is determined by a daily stepping model incorporating daily minimum and
maximum temperatures and solar radiation. Soil moisture considerations are incorporated
into the growth model using the Hargreaves (2003) method to calculate potential
evapotranspiration from temperature and solar radiation data and average precipitation.
Growth is suspended in the case of insufficient soil moisture determined by summed
daily rainfall and soil moisture holding capacity.
The growth of switchgrass in Ontario is relatively more certain compared to Asian
miscanthus. Switchgrass and miscanthus growth in this model are adapted from Illinois
field data (Jain et al. 2010). This study examines the "Cave-in-rock" cultivar of
switchgrass, which has a leaf area index based on growing degree days above 10°C and a
radiation use efficiency of 1.7 g/MJ, and giant miscanthus, which has a leaf area index
based on growing degree days above 12°C and a radiation use efficiency of 3.4 g/MJ.
Miscanthus generally prefers a warmer climate and has a radiation use efficiency which
is double that of switchgrass.
The baseline net present value calculations in this study assume producer
landownership, a single 15 year production cycle for all agricultural choices and a
discount rate of 0.05. The stand lives of switchgrass and miscanthus are assumed to be 15
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years in this analysis. Production costs are summarized in Table 3.1. Nitrogen,
Phosphorus and Potassium costs are $1.33/kg applied nitrogen, $1.57/kg replacement
phosphorous and $0.96/kg replacement potassium. Fertilizer spreading costs $19.77/ha.
Fixed harvest costs are $42.01/ha, baling is $21/tonne harvested and on-farm storage and
transport costs are $4.5/tonne harvested (Vyn et al. 2012). In this scenario, bales are
removed from the field and stored on skids, covered with plastic.
Switchgrass establishment is approximately one third of the cost of miscanthus
establishment, due to the propagation method. Switchgrass is seeded, while miscanthus is
propagated using rhizome plugs. Part of the difference in establishment costs deals with
the price of rhizomes, which can range from $0.06/rhizome to $0.23/rhizome (Vyn et al.
2012). For switchgrass, Nitrogen is not applied in the first year, but applied at a rate of
100 kg N/ha every year thereafter (Khanna et al. 2008). Phosphorus and Potassium are
applied at a replacement rate of 0.17 kg of P and 0.72 kg of K for each tonne of
switchgrass harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al. 2008). The yield loss from a
harvest after first frost is assumed to be 20%. Switchgrass is assumed to have no yield in
the first year, 67% in the second year and 100% yield from year 3 onwards (Khanna et al.
2008). For miscanthus, Nitrogen is applied at an annual rate of 80 kg N/ha (Deen et al.
2011). Phosphorous and Potassium are applied at a replacement rate of 0.3 kg of P and
0.8 kg of K for each tonne of miscanthus harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al.
2008). The yield loss from an early spring harvest is assumed to be 20%. Miscanthus is
assumed to have no yield in the first year, 50% in the second year and 100% yield from
year 3 onwards (Khanna et al. 2008). Nuances to these practices could occur in the future
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as experience and research on production processes progress; hence, sensitivity analysis
is a critical part of the current study.
A corn-soybean-wheat rotation is the assumed traditional agricultural practice in
the province used to establish the opportunity costs of biomass production. The costs of
corn, soybean and wheat production were adapted from Ontario Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs crop budgets for 2013 (OMAFRA, 2013). The expected yields of
these products are assumed to be county level averages from 2003 to 2011 (except for
winter wheat, where data from 2011 was unavailable). In this study, agricultural
opportunity costs vary spatially by county. Four agricultural pricing scenarios are used in
this study: 1) current prices (GFO 2013); 2) $4 corn; 3) $8 corn; and 4) $10 corn. These
scenarios are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Switchgrass and miscanthus production costs

Cost
Switchgrass Miscanthus
Establishment Cost ($/ha)
868.08
2628.53
Nitrogen Cost ($/kg N)
1.33
1.33
Phosphorous Cost ($/kg P)
1.57
1.57
Potassium Cost ($/kg K)
0.96
0.96
Fertilizer Application Cost ($/ha)
19.77
19.77
Fixed Harvest Costs ($/ha)
42.01
42.01
Bailing ($/t)
21.00
21.00
On-Farm Transport and Storage ($/t)
4.50
4.50
Source: De Laporte et al. (2013)
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Table 3.2: Agricultural commodity pricing scenarios examined in this study.

Scenario
Current
$4 Corn
$8 Corn
$10 Corn

Corn Price
($/bu)
7.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
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Soybean Price
($/bu)
14.00
8.00
16.00
20.00

Wheat Price
($/bu)
7.00
4.00
8.00
10.00

3.4 RESULTS
The potential supply response of miscanthus to different farm-gate biomass
prices, depending upon the agricultural prices scenario, is shown in Figure 3.2. Each
point on the supply curve is the sum of the biomass produced from the NPV
maximization results for each of the 588,646 decision units in the model, given the
biomass and agricultural price assumptions. In the base scenarios, miscanthus is superior
to switchgrass at almost any price, so switchgrass is not attractive in any significant
quantity on the landscape. The curves show similar trends, with slow initial increases in
miscanthus attractiveness as the biomass price increases, followed by a rapid increase
over a short range of biomass prices, followed by another range of slow increase,
approaching the total stock of agricultural area. The curves in Figure 3.2 are analysed on
the basis of 80 Mt of production, roughly half of the maximum potential production, and
20 Mt, 10 times the requirement set out by the Ontario Power Generation Corporation for
their large-scale biomass combustion operations.
When agricultural commodity prices are lower, as in the $4/bu corn scenario,
potential conversion to miscanthus begins at approximately $42/t and total conversion
occurs around $68//t. Approximately 20 Mt of miscanthus are produced at $44/t and 80
Mt are produced at $47/t. In the current price scenario, potential conversion begins
around $46/t, with total conversion occurring around $130/t. At $71/t, approximately 20
Mt of miscanthus are produced and at $77/t, 80 Mt are produced. In the $8/bu corn
scenario, potential conversion begins around $46/t and ends above $141/t. A price of
$81/t yields about 20 Mt and a price of $88/t yields about 80 Mt. In the $10/bu corn
scenario, potential miscanthus conversion also starts around $46/t, but does not end until
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biomass prices exceed $180/t. Approximately 20 Mt of miscanthus are produced at
$101/t and 80 Mt are produced at $111/t. The higher the opportunity costs, the higher the
biomass price needs to be to cause land conversion to biomass to become attractive. It
also results in larger increases in prices from the initial point of conversion to result in
significant amounts (20 Mt) of miscanthus biomass production. A dollar increase in grain
prices causes the price needed to produce 20 Mt to increase by approximately $10/t.
To address potential controversy surrounding switchgrass cultivar selection and
subsequent yields, Figure 3.3 presents sensitivity analysis surrounding these yields and
shows the area potentially converted to biomass when switchgrass yields are increased by
50% and 100%, in the $4/bu scenario. The curves show the same general shape as in
Figure 3.2, however, increasing switchgrass yield by 50% causes potential land
conversion to switchgrass first, then to miscanthus as the biomass price increases. In this
scenario, potential conversion to switchgrass begins at $38/t, peaks around $56/t and falls
to zero around $95/t. At around $56/t, most of the landscape has been potentially
converted to switchgrass. Above this level, miscanthus becomes preferable to switchgrass
and potential miscanthus conversion begins around $56/t and peaks around $95/t. When
switchgrass yields are doubled in the $4/bu corn scenario, switchgrass is preferable to
miscanthus as a source of biomass. Total possible biomass yields increase from 156.4 Mt
of miscanthus to 165.7 Mt switchgrass. Potential switchgrass conversion begins around
$36/t and total conversion occurs at $52/t.
Changes in biomass crop choice from changes in switchgrass yield in the $8/bu
corn scenario are shown in Figure 3.4, which is similar to Figure 3.3. In this case,
increasing switchgrass yields by 50% does result in some switchgrass being potentially
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grown, but it appears to be attractive for a smaller range of biomass prices. Switchgrass
potential conversion begins around $41/t, peaks around $93/t and is still attractive around
$150/t. Miscanthus potential conversion begins around $67/t and peaks at total
conversion, which occurs above $150/t. When switchgrass yields are doubled,
switchgrass becomes attractive starting around $37/t and total potential conversion occurs
around $132/t. No miscanthus is grown in this scenario.
The location of miscanthus grown in Ontario, Canada in the $8/bu corn scenario,
at a cross section of biomass prices, is shown in Figure 3.5. When the biomass price is
$70/t, little miscanthus is grown on the landscape, but the initial areas of suitability are in
the northern regions of the province, including Kenora, Rainy River and Sudbury.
Increasing the biomass price to $80/t makes additional areas in the north attractive
(Algoma, Nippising, Parry Sound), along with the some areas in the southwestern
(Dufferin, Gray, Brant, Halton, Haldimand-Norfolk, Niagara) and eastern (Renfrew,
Leeds and Grenville) parts of the province. At $90/t, most of the counties in the province
have some areas attractive to miscanthus, except for the southern most counties of
Lambton, Kent, and Essex. At $100/t, most of the province is attractive for growing
miscanthus.
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Figure 3.2: Potential area converted to (a) and harvested (b) miscanthus as biomass prices
change, by agricultural commodity price scenario.
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Figure 3.3: Potential area converted to (a) and yield of (b) biomass in the $4/bu corn
scenario, as affected by 50% and 100% increases in switchgrass yield.
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Figure 3.4: Potential area converted to (a) and yield of (b) biomass in the $8/bu corn
scenario, as affected by 50% and 100% increases in switchgrass yield.
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Figure 3.5: Spatial location of miscanthus attractiveness by biomass price in the $8/bu corn
scenario.
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3.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study shows the location and type of the potential biomass supply that could
be obtained from the Ontario landscape under different assumptions of crop and biomass
prices. In the base models of this analysis, miscanthus appears to be preferred to
switchgrass, where miscanthus has lower costs and higher yields. Miscanthus has a lower
15-year NPV break-even price than switchgrass, despite its higher establishment costs
(Table 3.1). If agricultural prices return to lower rates seen in the early part of this
century, biomass (miscanthus) conversion is more likely and could begin to occur with
biomass prices as low as $42/t (Figure 3.2). Even when commodity prices are higher,
biomass conversion could begin around $46/t biomass. However, lower agricultural
prices encourage the production of biomass as opportunity costs are lower. This becomes
more apparent when examining the production of a larger amount of biomass. In the $4
corn scenario, 20 Mt of miscanthus are produced at $44/t, but in the current price
scenario, the price is $71/t. If corn prices increase to around $10/bu, very high farm-gate
biomass prices are required to make miscanthus an attractive option to a significant
number of producers, with a price of $101/t needed to create 20 Mt of miscanthus and a
price greater than $180/t to make the entire landscape attractive in this model. Increasing
the price of corn by $1 per bushel increases the biomass price required to produce 20 Mt
of miscanthus by approximately $10/t (Table 3.2; Figure 3.2). The biomass conversions
modeled in this study are not intended to be realistic scenarios at the extremes. It is
doubtful that any reasonable biomass price would result in the conversion of the entire
Ontario agricultural landscape to miscanthus. However, this study does provide biomass
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price ranges that could result in biomass conversion and points to the likely locations that
could source any supply.
The northern regions of the province become attractive for biomass supply first,
followed by selected regions in southwestern and eastern Ontario (Figure 3.5). This is not
a surprising result given that the northern regions have comparatively lower crop yields,
while biomass yields are similar in many places. For example, Kenora County, located in
the northwest, has an assumed corn yield around 6 t/ha, but miscanthus yields around 25
t/ha. Average corn yields in Ontario are approximately 9.1 t/ha, while miscanthus yields
range from 15.7 to 38.9 with a mean of 29.6 t/ha (De Laporte et al. 2013). The most
southwesterly regions of the province maintain traditional agricultural rotations at higher
biomass prices likely due to comparatively higher crop yields, with similar biomass
yields. Essex county, for example, has an average corn yield around 9 t/ha, with
miscanthus yields around 25 t/ha. Miscanthus yields in Kenora are approximately 4.2
times larger than corn, whereas in Essex, miscanthus yields are only 2.8 times larger.
Between Essex and Kenora, the relatively greater biomass yield in Kenora makes
biomass production more attractive. Biomass and corn prices and production costs weight
the yield in this determination and the NPV of each project must be compared in a given
location to discover which crop is grown in the assumed conditions. Therefore, the
general north-south trend does have exceptions, where parts of central southwestern
Ontario are converted before more northerly and easterly regions.
The shapes of the supply curves developed in this model relate directly to the
spatial characteristics of the province (Figure 3.2). In general, the croplands of the
province can be placed into three groups with similar characteristics. There is a fairly
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small amount of cropland in the Northern regions, with lower grain crop yields and lower
biomass yields. There is a large number of croplands with similar characteristics in the
southern, central, and eastern regions of the province. Finally, there is a smaller group of
highly productive croplands, for both grain crops and biomass crops, in the southwestern
region of the province. The shape of the biomass supply curves depicted in Figure 3.2 can
be explained by these general cropland trends. As prices increase, the northern croplands
become attractive for biomass production, but there are not that many of them, resulting
in the steep initial phase of the curve. As the price of biomass rises, the bulk of Ontario's
croplands become attractive for biomass conversion and a small increase in price results
in a large amount of biomass production. In the final, inelastic segment of the supply
curve, large increases in prices are required to convert the highly productive croplands in
the southwest to biomass.
The intercept of Figure 3.2 is the break-even price, inclusive of agricultural
opportunity costs, that results in conversion from a traditional rotation to miscanthus in
the agricultural cell where this switch is most advantageous. Each of the supply curves is
composed of the break-even prices of each of the 588,646 agricultural grid cells. De
Laporte et al. (2013) reports miscanthus break-even prices ranging from $49.97/t to
$98.54/t, with an average of $58.20/t. In the base model of this study, break-even prices
range from approximately $46/t to $130/t. While differences in agricultural opportunity
costs separate the two studies, the break-even price ranges are similar. The break-even
price ranges are also comparable to those observed by Khanna et al. (2008) for
miscanthus in Illinois ($41-$58 per tonne) and Jain et al. (2010) in the Midwestern
United States ($53.25-$153.47 per tonne).
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The agricultural opportunity costs calculated for this study assume a cornsoybean-wheat rotation for all of the annual and perennial croplands in the province and
do not include land quality effects. This has an ambiguous effect on each 9 ha land
parcel, as opportunity costs could be overestimated for lower land quality or
underestimated for higher land quality. In the case of perennial crops switching to other
perennial crops, the results could underestimate agricultural opportunity costs in the case
of fruit crops. For pasture lands, agricultural opportunity costs may be overestimated, but
conversion costs may be underestimated. Kenora District, in Northwestern Ontario, does
not tend to grow corn, soybean or wheat, implying that the opportunity costs calculated
for this region are not particularly accurate.
It appears that cultivar selection is particularly important in the choice between
switchgrass and miscanthus (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). This study uses switchgrass yield
results that are based on an upland variety of switchgrass (Cave-in-rock), but switching to
a lowland variety (e.g. Alamo) could increase yields significantly, between 40% to %70
(Vogel and Mitchell, 2008), with the possibility of yields higher than miscanthus in some
climes (Aravindhakshan et al. 2010). The results suggest that increasing switchgrass
yields by 50% makes conversions attractive at moderate biomass prices. This explains the
backward bend in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, since lands are initially attractive for switchgrass
production at lower prices, but then become more attractive for miscanthus production at
higher prices. In this scenario switchgrass has lower costs, but also lower yields.
Doubling the yields makes switchgrass more attractive than miscanthus at any biomass
price because it becomes a lower cost, higher yield alternative.
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When switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, land is initially converted to
switchgrass and then to miscanthus (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). This is due to the fact that
switchgrass has a lower break-even price than miscanthus, due to lower initial costs.
However, as the biomass price increases, the comparatively lower yields of switchgrass
cause miscanthus to become more attractive, as the initial costs become a less significant
component of the overall return to biomass production.
The switchgrass and miscanthus biomass production supply chain in Ontario is in
its infancy. There are a few producers growing the crops for research, small scale
premium markets, such as animal bedding, and on-farm combustion, but large scale
production does not exist. While currently lacking, the source of significant demand for
herbaceous biomass would likely determine the structure of the supply chain in the
province. For example, a large scale biomass combustion project would likely result in a
biomass supply chain similar to that of straw. Conversely, the development of a home
heating market would likely result in the production of biomass pellets, but it is unclear
where biomass aggregation and densification would occur, from on-farm, to regional, to
large-scale pellet production. An export market could have different implications, but
would also likely require some form of densification and certification. Transportation
costs could play an important role in biomass production, as distance to the end-user
could provide significant advantages, especially considering the relatively expensive
transport of bulky bales. Therefore, especially considering export, it may be more likely
that biomass would be produced closer to the ports of Ontario, on the coasts of the great
lakes, rather than further into the interior of the province, or the Northeast.
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The main competitor for herbaceous biomass appears to be woody biomass.
Woody biomass has comparatively more developed markets, with some home heating
being conducted. There are also potential export opportunities to the European Union and
the United States. For example, wood pellets delivered to Rotterdam can be sold for
approximately $180/t (ICE Endex 2013). The creation of grass pellets is feasible, but
comparatively problematic, as herbaceous grasses have higher ash content and generally
less preferable burning characteristics. This would mean that they would likely be an
inferior product to wood pellets, at least for the current generation of wood stoves,
generating a comparatively lower price. Furthermore, the cost of transporting, chopping
and grinding biomass for pellet processing is not insignificant, nor is the transportation
costs of delivering them to Rotterdam. Therefore, the $180/t price for wood pellets may
be insufficient to cause miscanthus and/or switchgrass production in Ontario, even with
break-even prices as low as $46/t.
This study assesses the locations and price conditions that could lead to a supply
of switchgrass or miscanthus on the Ontario landscape to inform policy decisions that
influence the production of biomass. It finds that, given current information about the
relative costs and yields of switchgrass, miscanthus and traditional corn-soybean-wheat
rotations, miscanthus has lower costs (break-even prices) and higher yields than
switchgrass, making it more attractive at prices where biomass is grown. In the base
model, the agricultural landscape begins potentially producing miscanthus biomass
around $46/t, in the northern and central regions of the province, with potential total
landscape conversion occurring at around $130/t, with the southwestern most regions
producing traditional crops for the largest range of prices. Increasing the price of corn by
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$1 per bushel increases the biomass price required to produce 20 Mt of miscanthus by
approximately $10/t. If switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, it becomes a lower cost,
lower overall yield alternative to miscanthus, meaning that land is initially converted to
switchgrass as biomass prices increase, but then ultimately converted to miscanthus.
Switchgrass yields need to almost double for switchgrass to be considered superior to
miscanthus in this model.
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CHAPTER 4 - EFFECTS OF SUPPLY CHAIN STRUCTURE AND BIOMASS
PRICES ON SWITCHGRASS AND MISCANTUS SUPPLY IN ONTARIO
4.1 ABSTRACT
This study assesses the supply of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario, Canada,
under different assumptions of biomass prices and supply chain structures, using an
integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model. In a local, domestic supply chain,
about 4 million tonnes of baled biomass production per year becomes attractive for
transport to the Nanticoke Generation Station at $69/t. This biomass is transported an
average of 30.8 km with an average annual harvested yield of 26.9 t/ha. For a larger scale
international export supply chain to Rotterdam in the form of biomass pellets aggregated
on the farm, 20 million tons of production becomes attractive at approximately $198/t. In
this scenario, biomass is transported an average of 59 km with average annual harvested
yields of 28.3 t/ha. For a larger scale export supply chain to Rotterdam with aggregation
at the major ports of Ontario, 20 million tonnes of baled biomass product is attractive for
shipping to ports, with pellets subsequently transported to Rotterdam, at around $137/t. In
this scenario, biomass bales are shipped an average of 35.4 km, with average annual
harvested yields of 25.8 t/ha. The higher transportation costs of bales mean that
agricultural lands closer to ports, with smaller distances, but lower yields are preferred
compared to the on-farm aggregation scenario. Given government incentives to ease the
transition between annual and perennial crops and an actual realized demand from the
Nanticoke Generation Station for biomass, this supply chain scenario could occur.
However, the export scenarios are unlikely given that the price of pellets from the onfarm aggregation export scenario exceeds the current price offered for wood pellets at
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Rotterdam of $180/t and the infrastructure required to process significant quantities of
biomass pellets does not yet exist in the province.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Well functioning agricultural herbaceous biomass supply chains could help fulfill
the increasing global desire for green energy. However, there are few examples of these
supply chains at a large scale in North America. The government of Ontario, Canada,
implemented the Green Energy Act, 2009, which provides incentives for green energy
production, including biomass combustion, through feed-in tariffs, despite a likely
insufficient supply of biomass (Kludze et al. 2013b). Ontario domestic biomass demand
is limited to some home and greenhouse heating applications, but large-scale biomass
combustion at the Nanticoke Generating Station, formerly the largest coal-fired plant in
North America, is a possibility (Ontario Power Generation 2012). A greater demand for
biomass may be provided through export to Europe or possibly the United States (Garten
2012).
Wood pellets have a fairly well established, if limited, supply chain in Ontario.
However, the demand for biomass may well exceed its current capacity. A supply of
agricultural herbaceous biomass, likely in the form of perennial warm-season grasses,
such as switchgrass or miscanthus, could evolve to fill this biomass void. These grasses
could be appropriate for large scale agricultural production due to their high biomass
yields and soil carbon storage potential (Post and Kwan 2000). Theoretical biomass
supply chains have been investigated qualitatively (de Lourdes Bravo et al. 2012) and
using game theory (Bai et al. 2012; Luo and Miller 2013; Nasiri and Zaccour 2009).
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Difficulties with biomass supply chains, including storage issues have been discussed
(Ebadian et al. 2013; Rentizelas 2009). The structure of any herbaceous biomass supply
chain is highly dependent on the end-users of this biomass and their desired product. A
large scale biomass burner could require bailed biomass with higher transportation, but
lower production costs, whereas a home heater in Europe could desire biomass pellets,
with higher production, but lower transportation costs.
The price provided to agricultural producers for biomass is likely the most
important factor in creating a supply of biomass, along with a number of spatial factors,
including the yields of biomass, the costs of production and the distances traveled to endusers. The current price of wood pellets delivered to the port of Rotterdam, considered,
due to its location in the Rhine Delta, the gateway to Europe, where home heating via
pellet combustion is much more popular than in North America, is approximately 180
CAD/t (ICE Endex 2013). Biomass pellet markets have not evolved to the level of their
wooden counterparts, but these price levels serve as a basis for the analysis in this study.
Agricultural opportunity costs also play an important role in the development of an
agricultural biomass supply.
A number of large-scale biomass supply chain models with very specific detail
have been developed (Kim et al. 2011; van Dyken et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2012).
However, the data inputs to these models are significant and Lam et al. (2011) has
discussed the advantages of model size reduction. Switchgrass and miscanthus yields and
break-even prices have been investigated in Illinois (Khanna et al. 2008), the Midwestern
US (Jain et al. 2010) and Ontario (De Laporte et al. 2013). The supply of switchgrass and
miscanthus has been investigated in Illinois (Khanna et al. 2011). However, the potential
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supply of switchgrass and miscanthus biomass under different biomass prices and supply
chain structures is not known for Ontario. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess
the supply of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario under different assumptions of
biomass prices and supply chain structures, using an integrated economic, bio-physical
and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) model. More specifically, this study reveals
the price conditions and locations that could result in either switchgrass or miscanthus
being produced for biomass combustion as bales at Nanticoke, or export as pellets to
Rotterdam.
An integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS approach is used to examine
biomass supply under different supply chain structures in the province of Ontario. GIS is
used to spatially connect economic and bio-physical information to reveal detail that can
be overlooked in other models. This model is less complex than some previous biomass
supply chain models (Kim et al. 2011; van Dyken et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2012), but
deals with combustion and export, rather than bio-fuels, and examines the context of
Ontario, Canada. This paper builds upon previous integrated models (Jain et al. 2010;
Khanna et al. 2008; Khanna et al. 2010) by examining the Ontario context and using data
at a much finer scale, moving from the county level, down to the field level (9 ha units)
regarding biomass crop yields and costs. Due to the political nature of county boundaries,
they do not always follow climate or other spatial patterns. Moving from the county level
of analysis, closer to the individual, eliminates some of these issues and gives a clearer
picture of areas more suitable for biomass production and their distances to points of
interest. This also allows microeconomic decisions to be modeled by units more similar
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to distinct individuals, rather than by county level social planners, allowing a more
nuanced analysis of the results.
An examination of biomass supply chain alternatives is followed by a description
of the empirical model that includes the study area, an overview of the economic decision
model and a description of the supply chain and price scenarios. The results of the
integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS model are then presented, followed by
discussion and conclusions.

4.3 BIOMASS SUPPLY CHAIN
Currently, there is no agricultural herbaceous biomass supply chain operating in
Ontario. However, examining similar supply chains, such as those from woody biomass
or hay and straw, can reveal the possible structure, or structures of these supply chains. A
supply chain connects sellers and buyers together through space - it defines the process
by which, in this case, agricultural biomass moves from the farm to the end-user. There
could be many end-users of agricultural biomass, including ethanol plants, large or smallscale biomass burners, horse farms, and even chemical or bio-chemical industries. An
examination of the end-users generally identifies two different types of products. The
first is a more bulky bailed product, for large-scale biomass combustion, ethanol
production, or for animal bedding, likely shipped shorter distances. The second is an
aggregated or densified product for small-scale combustion, or long distance travel
including export. Aggregation, likely in the form of pelletization (cleaning, chopping, and
grinding biomass into a molded pencil sized product) could occur on farm, or at a
specialized facility.
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The supply chain for herbaceous biomass starts at the farm. If the net present
value of biomass production exceeds the opportunity cost of traditional agriculture, a
producer may decide to supply biomass. This decision would be dependent on site
specific yields, prices from the buyer, and transportation, aggregation and opportunity
costs. In this manner, to generate supply:
�

�

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ��
���

𝑄 � (𝑃� − 𝑉𝐻𝐶 � − 𝑇𝐶 � (𝐿) − 𝐴𝐶 � ) − 𝐹𝐻𝐶 � − 𝑂𝐶
� − 𝐸𝐶 � ≥ 0
(1 + 𝑟)�

where, 𝑁𝑃𝑉 � is the net present value of biomass production, N is the time frame of

production, t is the production period, r is the discount rate, 𝑄 � is the quantity of biomass
produced in tonnes, 𝑃� is the price of biomass per tonne, 𝑉𝐻𝐶 � is the variable harvest

cost of biomass per tonne, 𝑇𝐶 � is the transportation cost per tonne as a function of the
distance to the end user (L), 𝐴𝐶 � is the aggregation cost per tonne, 𝐹𝐻𝐶 � is the fixed
harvest cost of biomass per tonne, OC is the agricultural opportunity cost and 𝐸𝐶 � is the
establishment cost of a biomass stand. As biomass prices go up, so too does net present

value and the likelihood of biomass production increases. Conversely, as harvest,
transport, aggregation, or opportunity costs increase, net present value decreases and
biomass production becomes less likely.
The biomass supply chain involves multiple producers and these producers will
each have unique biomass yields, and harvest, opportunity and transportation (based on
distance to end-user) costs. Assuming similar harvest and opportunity costs, any biomass
price offered by end-users will be viewed differently by different kinds of producers. For
exposition, assume that there are four types of producers: 1) high yield, close to the
buyer; 2) high yield, far from the buyer; 3) low yield, close to the buyer; and 4) low yield,
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far from the buyer. As the price offered for biomass by the buyer increases, biomass
production by the high yield, nearby producers becomes attractive first. As the price
further increases, it is unclear whether high yield, distant producers or low yield, nearby
producers are more attracted to biomass production. Biomass prices need to increase
significantly to attract low yield, distant producers. For example, for exposition only,
assume that transportation costs are $1/t/km, the high yield is 20 t and the low yield is 10
t, and the distance to nearby producers is 10 km and the distance to distant producers is
20 km. Also assume, for exposition only, variable harvesting costs of $1/t and fixed
harvest costs of $100. This situation gives rise to Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The supply of biomass produced by four types of hypothetical producers.
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The supply of biomass produced by four types of hypothetical producers is shown in
Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1 indicates that the high yield, nearby producer breaks even at $16 at
the intercept of the price axis, followed by the low yield nearby producer at $21. The high
yield, distant producers breaks even at $26 and the low yield, distant producer breaks
even at $31. If transportation costs are lowered by a factor of 100, to ¢1/t/km, the high
yield, distant producer breaks even before the low yield nearby producer in this
simplified example. The specific yields and transportation distances of different
producers determine the relative attractiveness of biomass production, but higher
transportation costs tend to make lower yield, nearer producers relatively more appealing
than higher yield, distant producers, in general terms.
For the production of baled agricultural biomass, there would likely be only two
agents in the supply chain, the buyer and the seller. This would be a fairly local market,
with distance from the specific combustion site, or ethanol plant, to the farm being a
major consideration in the supply chain. Nearby farms would be at a significant
advantage, as the transport of bales is somewhat unwieldy due to their comparative low
density (~120 kg/m3). Therefore, given a limited quantity of demand from the buyer,
nearer farms could be able to accept a lower price, due to lower transportation costs.
The production of densified agricultural biomass for export or commercial sales is
generally more complicated than the production of bales. In this supply chain, the number
of agents is variable. It is possible that farmers could choose to engage directly with
purchasers in foreign markets, but transactions costs, including language barriers, and
import/export complications could make this less likely. Nonetheless, should this be the
case, agricultural producers would need to install or rent aggregation and packaging
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equipment, pay for transport to a nearby port and pay for transport to the end user.
Producers nearer to ports would have a transportation cost advantage over those farther
away, but these advantages are smaller due to the decreased cost of transporting densified
products.
A more likely pellet production scenario is that producers would sell their product
to large-scale aggregation facilities, or pay the fees of these larger facilities, before
exporting their product. In this case, bailed biomass would be shipped to the aggregator
and then transported from the aggregator to the port and on to the final destination.
Agricultural producers in closer proximity to the aggregation facility would be
advantaged by lower transportation costs. Similarly, aggregation facilities closer to ports
would be advantaged, although less so due to the lower cost of transporting densified
products.
In each of these supply chain structures, transportation costs play a large role in
the location of supply. However, biomass yields, production costs and prices will also
play a role in determining which locations may be best suited for biomass production in
any supply chain structure scenario.

4.4 EMPIRICAL MODEL
Study Area
The province Ontario, Canada, is approximately 917,741 km2. It has ~2.8 million
hectares of land growing annual crops and ~2.5 million hectares of land growing
perennial crops, including pasture, according to satellite imagery from 1998 to 2002, at a
30m x 30m spatial scale (AAFC 2009). These annual and perennial croplands are located
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predominantly in the Southern region of the province, but the Northern region also has
important bands of agricultural production (Figure 4.2). For this study, the agricultural
regions of the province are divided into 588,646, 300m by 300m (9 ha) grid cells. Each of
these grid cells is treated as a decision unit in the analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Spatial location of the annual and perennial croplands in Ontario, Canada as
determined by satellite imagery interpretation.
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Economic Model
This study examines three different supply chain structures to examine the effect
of structure and biomass price on supply. These are:
1) Farm→Transport to Nanticoke;
2) Farm→On-Farm Aggregation→Transport to Port→Transport to Rotterdam; and
3) Farm→Transport to Aggregator at Port→Aggregation→Transport to Rotterdam.
The first is the direct sale of biomass from agricultural producers to the Nanticoke
Generation Station. The second structure is the sale of biomass pellets to the port of
Rotterdam with on-farm aggregation. The third structure is the sale of biomass pellets to
Rotterdam using the services of an aggregator located at the ports of Ontario. All of these
scenarios are producer focused to examine the decision making process of agricultural
producers. The transaction costs involved in export are not captured here.
Export transaction costs may be significant in the case of Canadian producers
shipping product to Europe due to language barriers and domestic and international
export requirements, such as approvals and product grading. While there is an established
delivered price for wood pellets at Rotterdam, these pellets must meet certain standards.
These include product quality and labeling. In order to export, producers would need to
file appropriate paperwork have their labels translated to multiple languages,
communicate with buyers who may or may not speak English, and have their product
graded and approved by an examiner. All of these steps have the potential to be
significant transaction costs. However, determining these costs is not trivial because there
is no actual market for biomass pellets. The transaction costs of a substitute may be much
higher than current costs to export wood pellets to Europe.
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In order to examine the potential supply of biomass, this study uses a producer
focused net present value maximization model. Each of the 588,646 grid cells is treated
as an individual agricultural producer making a net present value maximization decision,
facing unique distances to end-points and switchgrass and miscanthus yields.
The optimization problem can be summarized as:
���,���

max � � 𝑁𝑃𝑉�� 𝑋��
���

���

�

𝑠. 𝑡. � 𝑋�� ≤ 𝑋�� 𝑖 = 1,2, . . ,588,646
�

where Xij is the area allocated to crop j on location i and 𝑋�� is the total area of land at

location i. The producer at location i has two crop choices: switchgrass (j=SG) or
miscanthus (j=MS). The producer may also choose to produce neither switchgrass nor
miscanthus and instead implicitly produce a corn-soybean-wheat rotation or leave the
land idle. The net present value of each of the choices for j at location i (NPVij) is:
�

𝑁𝑃𝑉�� = ��
���

𝑄�� (𝑡)�𝑃� − 𝑉𝐻𝐶� − 𝑇𝐶 � (𝐿� ) − 𝐴𝐶 � � − 𝐹𝐻𝐶� − 𝑂𝐶
� − 𝐸𝐶�
(1 + 𝑟)�

where N is the time frame of production, t is the production period, r is the discount rate,
𝑄�� (𝑡) is the quantity of biomass produced in tonnes by producer i with crop choice j in

period t, 𝑃� is the price of biomass per tonne, 𝑉𝐻𝐶� is the variable harvest cost of

biomass choice j per tonne, 𝑇𝐶 � is the transportation cost of biomass per tonne as a

function of the distance to the end user (𝐿� ) from producer i, 𝐴𝐶 � is the aggregation cost
per tonne, 𝐹𝐻𝐶� is the fixed harvest cost of biomass per tonne, OC is the agricultural
opportunity cost and 𝐸𝐶� is the establishment cost of a biomass stand of type j. The
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biomass price is assumed to be constant across the province for a given scenario.
Switchgrass and miscanthus yields vary with spatial location in the province due to
differences in rainfall, temperature and solar radiation. The differences in climatic
conditions at each of the 588,646 locations result in site specific yields and costs. As
yield increases, on-farm storage, transportation and nutrient replacement costs increase.
Transportation costs vary spatially with distance to end-use. The linear distances between
each of the 588,646 agricultural locations and the Nanticoke Generation Station, along
with the ports of Goderich, Hamilton, Oshawa, Sarnia, Sault Ste. Marie, Thunder Bay,
Toronto and Windsor determine transportation costs. The nautical distances between the
ports of Ontario and Rotterdam were also calculated. As distance to a location increases,
transportation costs increase.

Model Specification
While there are ongoing studies examining the yields of switchgrass and
miscanthus at various sites in the province of Ontario (Deen et al. 2011), comprehensive
physical yield data are unavailable for the entire context of Ontario agricultural lands. De
Laporte et al. (2013) provides simulation of the yields of switchgrass and miscanthus
across the Ontario landscape at a 300m by 300m spatial scale, resulting in 588,646
relevant data points for analysis. The yield models employ high resolution spatial climate
data, including average minimum and maximum mean monthly temperatures,
precipitation and solar radiation (McKenney et al. 2011). From De Laporte et al. (2013),
in general, miscanthus is economically preferred to switchgrass in base scenario results.
Miscanthus harvestable yield ranges from 10.4 to 31.1, with a provincial average of 23.6
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tonnes per hectare per year. Maximum miscanthus harvested with the conversion of all
agricultural lands is 125,130,165 tonnes per year. Switchgrass harvestable yield is lower
and ranges from 7.4 to 16.2, with a provincial average of 12.6 tonnes per hectare per
year. Maximum switchgrass harvested with the conversion of all agricultural lands is
66,293,667 tonnes per year.
Daily switchgrass and miscanthus yields are estimated using a Monteith (1977)
model, which uses an application of the Beer-Lambert Law of light interception (Monsi
and Saeki 1953). In Monteith models, the daily yield of biomass is equal to the amount of
sunlight present in an area, times the amount of light intercepted by a plant, times the
plant's ability to convert light into biomass. Light interception ability is dependent upon
plant leaf area, which is dependent upon previous cumulative growth. Total yield in a
season is determined by a daily stepping model that incorporates daily minimum and
maximum temperatures and solar radiation. Soil moisture considerations are represented
in the growth model using the Hargreaves (2003) method to calculate potential
evapotranspiration from temperature and solar radiation data and average precipitation.
Growth suspension occurred in the case of insufficient soil moisture determined by
summed daily rainfall and soil moisture holding capacity.
The growth of native North American switchgrass in Ontario is relatively more
certain compared to Asian miscanthus. Herbaceous biomass growth in this model is
adapted from Illinois field data (Jain et al. 2010). This study examines the "Cave-in-rock"
cultivar of switchgrass, which has a leaf area index based on growing degree days above
10°C and a radiation use efficiency of 1.7 g/MJ. It also examines giant miscanthus, which
has a leaf area index based on growing degree days above 12°C and a radiation use
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efficiency of 3.4 g/MJ. Miscanthus generally prefers a warmer climate and has a radiation
use efficiency which is double that of switchgrass.
The net present value calculations in this study assume producer landownership, a
single 15 year production cycle (N=15) for all agricultural choices and a discount rate of
0.05 (r=0.05) (Vyn et al. 2012). The discount rate is a measure of the riskiness inherent in
the investment. Higher discount rates are associated with greater risk and result in higher
prices being required to make net present values positive. The stand lives of switchgrass
and miscanthus are assumed to be 15 years in this analysis. Switchgrass stand life is
typically measured at 10 to 15 years, while miscanthus stand life is typically measured
from 15 to 25 years. 15 years serves as a compromise, but may overestimate the life of
switchgrass and underestimate the life of miscanthus, making switchgrass relatively more
attractive. Production costs are summarized in Table 4.1. Nitrogen, Phosphorus and
Potassium costs are $1.33/kg applied nitrogen, $1.57/kg replacement phosphorous and
$0.96/kg replacement potassium. Fertilizer spreading costs $19.77/ha. Fixed harvest costs
are $42.01/ha, baling is $21/tonne harvested and on-farm storage and transport costs are
$4.5/tonne harvested (Vyn et al. 2012). Bales are transported off the field, stored on skids
and covered with plastic. Agricultural opportunity costs are $230.77/ha (Vyn et al. 2012)
and do not vary spatially in the model.
Miscanthus establishment is approximately three times more expensive than
switchgrass, due to the propagation method. Switchgrass is seeded, while miscanthus is
propagated using rhizome plugs. Part of the difference in establishment costs deals with
the price of rhizomes, which can range from $0.06/rhizome to $0.23/rhizome (Vyn et al.
2012). For switchgrass, Nitrogen is not applied in the first year, but applied at a rate of
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100 kg N/ha every year thereafter (Khanna et al. 2008). Phosphorus and Potassium are
applied at a replacement rate of 0.17 kg of P and 0.72 kg of K for each tonne of
switchgrass harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al. 2008). The yield loss from a
harvest after first frost is assumed to be 20%. Switchgrass is assumed to have no yield in
the first year, 67% in the second year and 100% yield from year 3 onwards (Khanna et al.
2008). For miscanthus, Nitrogen is applied at an annual rate of 80 kg N/ha (Deen et al.
2011). Phosphorous and Potassium are applied at a replacement rate of 0.3 kg of P and
0.8 kg of K for each tonne of miscanthus harvested from a hectare of land (Khanna et al.
2008). The yield loss from an early spring harvest is assumed to be 20%. Miscanthus is
assumed to have no yield in the first year, 50% in the second year and 100% yield from
year 3 onwards (Khanna et al. 2008). Nuances to these practices could occur in the future
as experience grows; hence, sensitivity analysis is critical.
Biomass aggregation costs are adapted from Oo et al. (2012). The actual costs of
aggregation for switchgrass and miscanthus are relatively uncertain as they have not been
processed at a large scale. Estimations of the aggregation costs of these materials are still
in their infancy and provide technical difficulties in the process that may or may not
increase costs compared to the processing of wood, for example. In general, the grasses,
if harvested properly, have lower moisture content and do not need the same degree of
drying as wood. However, they will likely have more foreign debris (such as small rocks)
and need more screening than wood. Aggregation increases the density of biomass from
about 120 kg/m3 to about 580 kg/m3 and lowers the moisture content from about 15% to
5%. Large scale aggregation costs at a plant with a 150,000 tonne/year capacity are about
$38.88 per tonne. Costs increase as plant scale decreases, but only small returns to scale
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are expected from larger plants. On-farm aggregation can be done by mobile pellet or
small-scale pellet machines. Bootle (2012) estimates the costs of on-farm aggregation at
about $110/tonne.
In general, transportation costs can be broken down into fixed and variable cost
components, where:
𝑇� = 𝐶� + 𝐶� 𝐿

and TC is the total transportation cost in dollars per tonne, C1 is the fixed cost component,
C2 is the variable cost component and L is the distance transported. Transportation costs
in this model are also adapted from Oo et al. (2012). Bale transport costs via truck were
set at 6.84+0.1641(L), pellet transport costs via truck were set at 2.84+0.0689(L), and
marine pellet transport costs were set at 5.11+0.003(L). For example, in this study, the
cost of a 50km truck transport of non-aggregated material is $17.30/tonne. The distance
between the 588,646 analysis units and Nanticoke range from 0.7 to 1322.1, with an
average of 229.5 kilometers. The distance from the closest international shipping port to
each of these units ranges from 0.1 to 439.7, with an average of 111.6 kilometers.
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Table 4.1: Switchgrass and miscanthus production costs

Cost
Switchgrass Miscanthus
Establishment Cost ($/ha)
868.08
2628.53
Nitrogen Cost ($/kg N)
1.33
1.33
Phosphorous Cost ($/kg P)
1.57
1.57
Potassium Cost ($/kg K)
0.96
0.96
Fertilizer Application Cost ($/ha)
19.77
19.77
Fixed Harvest Costs ($/ha)
42.01
42.01
Bailing ($/t)
21.00
21.00
On-Farm Transport and Storage ($/t)
4.50
4.50
Source: De Laporte et al. (2013)
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4.5 RESULTS
This section summarizes the results of the three scenarios outlined in the previous
section: 1) the direct sale of biomass from agricultural producers to the Nanticoke
Generation Station (Farm→Transport→Nanticoke); 2) the sale of biomass pellets to the
port of Rotterdam with on-farm aggregation (Farm→On-Farm Aggregation→Transport
to Port→Transport to Rotterdam); and the sale of biomass pellets to Rotterdam using the
services of an aggregator located at the ports of Ontario (Farm→Transport to Aggregator
at Port→Aggregation→Transport to Rotterdam). The potential supply response of the
588,646 agricultural decision units of Ontario to changes in the biomass price is
summarized, the characteristics of the units chosen for biomass production with specific
quantity restrictions will be examined and the spatial location of these lands will be
analysed.
The supply responses of the agricultural decision units of Ontario, to changes in
biomass price, in the transport to Nanticoke Generation Station scenario, are shown in
Figure 4.3. In the base scenario, miscanthus biomass begins being shipped at
approximately $66/t. This intercept indicates the break-even price of the first unit of
biomass supplied and is the minimum price required to generate any biomass. The supply
curve appears to have two phases. As the price of biomass increases, the amount of
biomass converted increases at a fairly constant rate, until the slope of the curve increases
and continues at a steeper rate until total conversion. Increasing transportation costs by
50% causes the intercept to increase to $71/t and shifts the curve upward, implying that
less biomass is supplied at any given price. If miscanthus is not an option for the
province, switchgrass supply begins at $76/t and the curve has the same general shape as
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the base scenario, but smaller amounts of biomass are supplied for increased prices and
the total amount of biomass provided by miscanthus is unachievable due to the lower
yields of switchgrass. If switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, then switchgrass
becomes a lower cost and lower yield alternative to miscanthus, where lands initially
become attractive for switchgrass production, but become more attractive for miscanthus
production as prices increase. In this scenario, switchgrass production begins around
$64/t and miscanthus production begins around $73/t. The supply curve of switchgrass in
this scenario rises initially, peaks around $102/t and then declines as the entire landscape
is eventually converted to miscanthus. The miscanthus supply curve mirrors the base
scenario with an upward shift.
The supply responses of Ontario's agricultural decision units in the farm to the
Rotterdam with on-farm aggregation scenario are shown in Figure 4.4. In the base
scenario, miscanthus biomass begins being shipped at approximately $193/t. The shape
of the supply curves in Figure 4.4 have a two phase trend, like in Figure 4.3, but the first
phase in Figure 4.4 appears to be more gradual, with a lower slope, with a similar second
phase of a steeper slope until total conversion. Increasing transportation costs by 50%
causes the intercept to increase to $209/t and shifts the curve upward. In the switchgrass
only scenario, switchgrass supply begins at $203/t and the curve has the same general
shape as the base scenario, but smaller amounts of biomass are supplied for increased
prices. Due to the fact that switchgrass yields are lower than miscanthus yields, the total
potential amount of biomass is also lower. When switch grass yields are increased 50%,
switchgrass production begins around $192/t and miscanthus production begins around
$200/t. The supply curve of switchgrass in this scenario increases initially, peaks around
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$203/t and then declines, due to the fact that switchgrass is initially attractive on a parcel
of land, but miscanthus becomes more attractive on that same parcel as biomass prices
increase. Production goes from a traditional crop rotation, to switchgrass, to miscanthus
as biomass prices increase in this scenario. The miscanthus supply curve mirrors the base
scenario with an upward shift. If on-farm aggregation costs are lowered to double the
large scale cost ($77.76/t), about 70.6% of the $110/t aggregation cost, then miscanthus
biomass production becomes attractive around $161/t. This represents a downward shift
from the base scenario basically equal to the reduction in aggregation costs.
The supply responses of Ontario's agricultural decision units in the farm to
Rotterdam with aggregation at major ports scenario are shown in Figure 4.5. In the base
scenario, miscanthus biomass begins being shipped at approximately $129/t. The shapes
of the supply curves in Figure 4.5 are similar to those in Figure 4.3. Increasing
transportation costs by 50% causes the intercept to increase to $148/t and shifts the curve
upward. In the switchgrass only scenario, switchgrass supply begins at $139/t and the
curve is a compressed version of the base scenario. When switch grass yields are
increased 50%, switchgrass production begins around $127/t and miscanthus production
begins around $138/t. The supply curve of switchgrass in this scenario rises initially,
peaks around $143/t and then declines. The miscanthus supply curve mirrors the base
scenario with an upward shift.
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Figure 4.3: Supply response of agricultural decision units to biomass prices in the
transportation to Nanticoke scenario.
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Figure 4.4: Supply response of agricultural decision units to biomass prices in the farm to
Rotterdam scenario with on-farm aggregation.
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Figure 4.5: Supply response of agricultural decision units to biomass prices in the farm to
Rotterdam scenario with aggregation at major ports.
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The supply responses to changes in biomass price in the scenarios given push land
conversion to biomass, given the assumptions of the model. The characteristics of the
optimal areas converted (i.e., those with the highest NPV) in the pursuit of specific
biomass quantities are given in Table 4.2. Ontario Power Generation, the owners of the
Nanticoke Generation Station, has targeted approximately 2 million tonnes of biomass
per year for their potential large-scale combustion operation (Deen 2013). According to
the results of this study, 8,264 agricultural producers, an average distance of 27.4 km
away from the generation station, with average annual miscanthus yields of 26.9 tonnes
per hectare would be needed to produce this amount of biomass. If 4 million tons were
required, the number of producers would increase to 16,549 and the average distance
from Nanticoke would increase to 30.8 km, but average annual yields would be similar.
In the export to Rotterdam scenario with on-farm aggregation, the average
distance from the nearest port increases from 48.4 km when 500,000 tonnes are exported
per year, to 59 km when 20 million tonnes are exported per year (Table 4.2). Similarly,
average annual miscanthus yields decrease from 29.5 to 28.3 tonnes per hectare and the
number of producers required increases from 1,886 to 78,428. In the export tor Rotterdam
scenario with aggregation at major ports, the average distance of producers to these ports
increases from 17.5 km when 500,000 tonnes are exported, to 35.4 km when 20 million
tonnes are exported. Annual average miscanthus yield decrease from 27.2 to 25.8 tonnes
per hectare and the number of producers required increases from 2,043 to 85,997 when
going from 500,000 to 20 million tonnes per year.
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Table 4.2: Number of production units required, average distance to end-user, port, or
aggregator, and average biomass harvest for selected biomass target quantities.

Harvested
Production Units
Average
Biomass
(9 ha Cells)
Distance (km)
Farm to Nanticoke (No Aggregation)
500,000
1,911
36.2
1,000,000
3,964
32.0
2,000,000
8,264
27.4
4,000,000
16,549
30.8
Farm to Rotterdam (On-Farm Aggregation)
500,000
1,886
48.4
1,000,000
3,783
49.8
2,000,000
7,621
50.9
4,000,000
15,426
50.3
10,000,000
39,025
53.8
20,000,000
78,428
59.0
Farm to Rotterdam (Aggregation at Port)
500,000
2,043
17.5
1,000,000
4,046
23.7
2,000,000
8,055
28.4
4,000,000
16,174
31.6
10,000,000
41,731
33.5
20,000,000
85,997
35.4
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Average Harvest
(tonnes/ha)
29.1
28.0
26.9
26.9
29.5
29.4
29.2
28.8
28.5
28.3
27.2
27.5
27.6
27.5
26.6
25.8

The spatial locations of the ideal lands for miscanthus production for transport to
the Nanticoke Generation Station are shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows a cluster of
area surrounding the generation station as the biomass demand increases from 1 million
to 4 million tonnes per year. Lands that are a little farther away, but with better suited
yield characteristics are initially chosen, but eventually all the nearby lands to the station
are chosen (Figure 4.6; Table 4.2).
The spatial locations of the lands chosen for export to Rotterdam with on-farm
aggregation are shown in Figure 4.7. With a 4 million tonne export goal, miscanthus is
exported through the ports of Hamilton and Goderich, using lands in the central and
southern parts of Southern Ontario. As the exported amount increases to 10 million
tonnes per year, the initial area expands with greater shipments from Goderich and
Hamilton. In achieving an export goal of 20 million tonnes per year, the initial areas
expand, but some material is also exported from Toronto, Oshawa and Sarnia. Lands in
the immediate vicinity of any port are not really employed and the average distance to
port increases as the demand increases (Figure 4.7; Table 4.2).
The spatial locations of the lands chosen for export to Rotterdam with aggregation
at ports are shown in Figure 4.8. The spatial pattern shown in Figure 4.8 is significantly
different from the pattern shown in Figure 4.7. Lands nearby to ports are much more
likely to be attractive for export. Biomass is still initially exported from Goderich and
Hamilton, but from more nearby locations, in pursuing 4 million tonnes per year of
exports. However, moving towards 20 million tonnes of export, the ports of Sarnia,
Windsor, and Oshawa start to play a much larger role in exports. In this way, the average
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distance to ports remains smaller in this scenario as the biomass demand increases (Table
4.2).
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Figure 4.6: Area converted to miscanthus in transport to Nanticoke Generation Station
scenario when achieving selected biomass targets of 1, 2 and 4 million tonnes of biomass.
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Figure 4.7: Area converted to miscanthus in the export to Rotterdam with on-farm
aggregation scenario when achieving selected biomass targets of 4, 10 and 20 million tonnes
of biomass.
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Figure 4.8: Area converted to miscanthus in the export to Rotterdam with aggregation at
major ports scenario when achieving selected biomass targets of 4, 10 and 20 million tonnes
of biomass.
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4.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study assesses the effect of biomass supply chain structure and prices on the
supply of biomass in Ontario, Canada. The base farm level economics of switchgrass and
miscanthus in the province (De Laporte et al. 2013) indicate that miscanthus is the
preferred form of herbaceous biomass. In the case of transportation to the Nanticoke
Generation Station, miscanthus begins being shipped at around $66/t (Figure 4.3). A
price of about $69/t would be sufficient to bring about 4 million tonnes of biomass into
production in this scenario. The transportation to Nanticoke Generation Station scenario
can be viewed as a very local and domestic market for biomass. A single, reasonably
large consumer of the product creates a market localized around it for the biomass
product. The average biomass producer is only around 30 km away from the end-user
(Table 4.2; Figure 4.6). The supply chain structure is fairly simple. The crop is grown,
harvested and shipped in bales using familiar methods in familiar territory. Future
increases in transportation costs can be easily compensated as a 50% increase in these
costs can be compensated by a 7.5% increase in biomass price (Figure 4.3). Initial
contracts may be required from the biomass consumer to mitigate some of the risk
involved in planting a 15-year perennial crop, but if this occurs, a government supported
initiative like a biomass burner at Nanticoke could become a reality.
The results of this scenario are comparable to those found for a power plant in
Illinois by Khanna et al. (2011). According to Khanna et al. (2011) a biomass price
equivalent of about $60/t resulted in roughly 4.2 million tonnes of biomass being
transported an average of 24.3 km to a power plant. This is similar to $69/t resulting in
about 4 million tonnes transported an average of 30.8 km to Nanticoke. Given spatial
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differences and generally higher biomass yields in Illinois (De Laporte et al. 2013), the
two studies show similar effects. However, compared to this and other studies involving
transportation distances, the more nuanced individual-level, rather than county-level,
analysis allowed a more accurate and specific calculation of attractive transportation
distances.
In the export to Rotterdam with on-farm aggregation scenario, miscanthus
biomass becomes attractive for export at around $193/t (Figure 4.4). A price of around
$198/t would be sufficient to have more than 20 million tonnes of biomass production for
export per year. The high cost of on-farm aggregation ($110/t) puts this price above the
$180/t offered by recent ICE Endex (2013) contracts for wood pellets. Reducing the
aggregation costs to $77.76/t (twice the cost of aggregation at large plants) does drop the
cost to get around 20 million tonnes per year to about $165/t. In this case, the biomass
price is below the $180/t, but biomass pellets are not necessarily equivalent to wood
pellets. It would be hard for biomass pellets to break into a market with biomass burners
designed for wood pellets and hope to get a higher, or even equivalent, price. In order to
grow the market for these pellets, a lower price would likely be needed, quickly eroding
the $15/t difference. Furthermore, export transaction costs have not been included here.
Given that this scenario requires a large number of domestic producers to sell product to
a single consumer, these costs could be significant.
In the export to Rotterdam with aggregation at major ports scenario, export
becomes attractive at a biomass price of $129/t and more than 20 million tonnes per year
would be attractive at $137/t (Figure 4.5). Increasing transportation costs have a
comparatively large effect in this scenario, where a 50% increase in transportation costs
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increases the price to acquire 20 million tons per year by 15.3% to $158/t. Export to
Rotterdam in this scenario is much more likely than in the on-farm aggregation scenario.
$137/t is significantly lower than $180/t, the wood pellet price in Rotterdam, which
implies that the international transaction costs could probably be overcome, along with
the product premium. There is no new on-farm equipment to manage and bales are
shipped fairly short distances to nearby ports. However, the large scale infrastructure that
would be needed to process the tonnage of pellets coming into the ports of Ontario does
not exist and would take a significant amount of time to build. According to Oo et al.
(2012), typical wood pellet mills are in the 150,000 tonnes per year processing capacity
and there are maybe a dozen biomass pellet processors in Ontario. 100 of these would
need to be installed near ports to process 15 million tonnes of biomass per year.
Realistically, it is probably more likely that each pellet mill would pay local producers
for raw biomass and export to Europe, rather than farmers paying for pelletizing services.
This would lower international transaction costs as there would be fewer firms engaging
in export. It would also change the specific pattern of biomass production from that
presented in Figure 4.8, but the same trends would apply, with the areas surrounding
pellet mills being better suited for biomass production.
The structure of the supply chain, specifically the nature of the transportation
involved, has a significant effect on the pattern of attractive biomass production lands in
Ontario. In the local, domestic transport to Nanticoke scenario, nearby lands are attractive
for production, with an oblong shape extending to higher productivity lands (Figure 4.6).
In the export scenario with on-farm aggregation, transportation costs are lower because
densified product is being moved at a lower rate per tonne. Since transportation costs are
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lower in this scenario, agricultural lands that are farther away from the ports of Ontario
(an average of 50 km or more) become attractive because of their relatively higher yields
(Figure 4.7; Table 4.2). Conversely, in the aggregation at ports scenario, transportation
costs are higher due to the bulky nature of bales and the attractive areas for biomass
production move closer to the ports of Ontario. This scenario makes the areas nearer to a
greater number of ports attractive, but lowers the average yield of these areas (Figure 4.8;
Table 4.2).
The transportation efficiency of the on-farm aggregation scenario is advantageous
because the attractive areas have higher average yield; therefore, a smaller number of
producers are required to produce any amount of biomass (Table 4.2). However, the
higher aggregation costs of this scenario would need to be lowered, for this scenario to
have any chance of success. On-farm aggregation becomes even more advantageous as
transportation costs increase. The patterns observed in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 arise as a
result of the individual-level analysis inherent in this study and would not be visible using
county-level analysis. County-level analysis could restrict the attractive areas of biomass
to a single county or counties of a pre-defined shape and fail to incorporate the observed
patterns. Financial gains could be made by producers and implementation costs could be
lowered by targeting biomass polices by distance from end-users, rather than by county.
Cultivar selection can be important in the choice between switchgrass and
miscanthus. This study uses switchgrass yields based on an upland variety of switchgrass
(Cave-in-rock), but switching to a lowland variety (e.g. Alamo) could increase yields
significantly, between 40% to %70 (Vogel and Mitchell, 2008; Aravindhakshan et al.
2010). In this model, when switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, land is initially
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converted to switchgrass and then to miscanthus (Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). This is due to
the fact that switchgrass has a lower break-even price than miscanthus, due to lower
initial costs. However, as the biomass price increases, the comparatively lower yields of
switchgrass cause miscanthus to become more attractive, as the initial costs become a less
significant component of the overall return to biomass production. Miscanthus is also a
potential invasive species in Ontario, whereas switchgrass is native to the area. If
miscanthus was disallowed on the landscape, biomass production would be more
expensive due to the lower yields of switchgrass (Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
The location and quantity of biomass supply in Ontario is greatly affected by the
structure of the biomass supply chain and biomass prices. In a local, domestic supply
chain, about 4 million tonnes of baled biomass production per year becomes attractive for
transport to the Nanticoke Generation Station at $69/t. This biomass is transported an
average of 30.8 km with an average annual harvested yield of 26.9 t/ha. For a larger scale
international export supply chain to Rotterdam in the form of biomass pellets aggregated
on the farm, 20 million tons of production becomes attractive at approximately $198/t. In
this scenario, biomass is transported an average of 59 km with average annual harvested
yields of 28.3 t/ha. The lower cost of shipping aggregated product results in greater
distances traveled and higher yields attained. For a larger scale export supply chain to
Rotterdam with aggregation at the major ports of Ontario, 20 million tonnes of baled
biomass product is attractive for shipping to ports, with pellets subsequently transported
to Rotterdam, at around $137/t. In this scenario, biomass bales are shipped an average of
35.4 km, with average annual harvested yields of 25.8 t/ha. The higher transportation
costs of bales mean that agricultural lands closer to ports, with smaller distances, but
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lower yields are preferred. Given government incentives to ease the transition between
annual and perennial crops and an actual realized demand from the Nanticoke Generation
Station for biomass, this supply chain scenario could occur. However, the export
scenarios are unlikely to occur given that the price of pellets from the on-farm
aggregation export scenario exceeds the current price offered for wood pellets at
Rotterdam of $180/t, and the infrastructure required to process significant quantities of
biomass pellets does not exist anywhere in the province, let alone at the major
international shipping ports.
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CHAPTER 5 – SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Given the commitment of the province of Ontario to bioenergy through its Green
Energy Act (2009), a potential demand for agricultural biomass has been created.
However, the supply of two potential sources of agricultural biomass, switchgrass and
miscanthus, has not been established in the province. To assess the supply of biomass,
three studies were undertaken using integrated economic, bio-physical and GIS models.
Chapter 2 presents "A spatial model of climate change effects on yields and
break-even prices of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario, Canada", published in GCB
Bioenergy. This study shows that miscanthus has a mean peak yield that is 88.5% higher
(29.6 t/ha compared with 15.7 t/ha) and a mean farm gate break-even price that is 25.9%
lower ($58.20 per tonne compared with $73.29 per tonne) than switchgrass. The impact
of climate change on the yield and break-even price of switchgrass and miscanthus is
dependent upon the climate model. CGCM3.1 predicts that mean peak yields of
switchgrass and miscanthus could drop by 17.8% and 14.9%, whereas CCSM3.0 predicts
that mean yields could increase to 41.4% and 44.9%, from 2071 to 2100, in the A2
climate scenario respectively. Both crops show promise as biomass sources for bioenergy production, but a changing global climate, along with cultivar and planting
technology developments, could affect crop choices.
Chapter 3 presents "Effects of grain and biomass prices on the farm-gate supply
of switchgrass and miscanthus in Ontario". This study shows that miscanthus has lower
costs and higher yields than switchgrass, making it more attractive to Ontario farmers
under current conditions. In the base model, miscanthus biomass production becomes
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more profitable than a traditional corn-soybean-wheat rotation at around $46/t of biomass
in the northern and central regions of the province. The entire landscape becomes
attractive for conversion at around $130/t of biomass, with the southwestern regions
remaining in traditional crops for the largest range of prices. Increasing the price of corn
by $1 per bushel increases the biomass price required to produce 20 Mt of miscanthus by
approximately $10/t. If switchgrass yields are increased by 50%, it becomes the preferred
biomass crop when land is initially converted from traditional crops, but miscanthus is
more profitable at higher biomass prices. Switchgrass yields need to nearly double for
switchgrass to be the dominant biomass crop in this model.
Chapter 4 presents "Effects of supply chain structure and biomass prices on
switchgrass and miscanthus production in Ontario". This study shows that in a local,
domestic supply chain, about 4 million tonnes of baled biomass production per year
becomes attractive for transport to the Nanticoke Generation Station at $69/t. This
biomass is transported an average of 30.8 km with an average annual harvested yield of
26.9 t/ha. For a larger scale international export supply chain to Rotterdam in the form of
biomass pellets aggregated on the farm, 20 million tons of production becomes attractive
at approximately $198/t. In this scenario, biomass is transported an average of 59 km
with average annual harvested yields of 28.3 t/ha. For a larger scale export supply chain
to Rotterdam with aggregation at the major ports of Ontario, 20 million tonnes of baled
biomass product is attractive for shipping to ports, with pellets subsequently transported
to Rotterdam, at around $137/t. In this scenario, biomass bales are shipped an average of
35.4 km, with average annual harvested yields of 25.8 t/ha. The higher transportation
costs of bales mean that agricultural lands closer to ports, with lower yields, are preferred
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compared to the on-farm aggregation scenario. Given government incentives to ease the
transition between annual and perennial crops and an actual realized demand from the
Nanticoke Generation Station for biomass, this supply chain scenario could occur.
However, the export scenarios are unlikely given that the price of pellets from the onfarm aggregation export scenario exceeds the current price offered for wood pellets at
Rotterdam of $180/t and the infrastructure required to process significant quantities of
biomass pellets does not yet exist in the province.

General Conclusions
The three papers presented here assess the supply of switchgrass and miscanthus
in the province of Ontario, Canada. Both crops appear to be suitable for biomass
production, with miscanthus having potential as an invasive species. Climate change has
an ambiguous effect on future growth patterns and as such, miscanthus appears to be
preferred to switchgrass in the current context. Potential increases in switchgrass growth
from cultivar selection could make it more desirable overall, if yields increase between
50% and 100%. While Northern regions of the province seem to have an advantage in
growth over the southern regions, due to lower agricultural opportunity costs, distances to
Nanticoke and other ports make these areas less desirable when examining specific
supply chain structures. While local biomass initiatives could succeed in the province,
prohibitive transportation and aggregation costs exist as a barrier to truly large scale
biomass production for export in the province. While switchgrass and miscanthus could
play a minor role on the future Ontario agricultural landscape, wide-scale conversion is
unlikely in the current context.
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Since dedicated agricultural biomass production in the province is only in the
nascent stages of its evolution, it is difficult to recommend this production to agricultural
producers. Too much uncertainty remains about the incentives that could, or should, be
provided through policy. The nature and magnitude of the benefits of biomass production
remain unclear in both economic and environmental terms. There are no evident endusers of this product and markets have not evolved in the absence of policy incentives.
Given the long-term nature of the investment in biomass, the risk inherent in selecting the
wrong biomass type or cultivar is significant. Therefore, it would seem sensible to wait
until further research is done in terms of crop selection, benefit calculation and policy
development before committing to biomass production in Ontario.

Contributions
These papers further the study of biomass supply and bioenergy policy in a
number of ways. While the supply of switchgrass and miscanthus biomass has been
modeled in other contexts, the application of potential future climate data from various
climate change models had not been conducted. This exercise provides a glimpse at the
potential future of these bioenergy crops in the province as the climate factors that affect
their attractiveness shift. This information is potentially of great importance to individual
producers maximizing their net benefits over long timescales, as stands of miscanthus
and switchgrass do have fairly long lifespans (15 to 20 years and beyond) and also to
future policies that affect biomass production incentives.
These manuscripts also analyse the context of Ontario, Canada. Ontario is a
diverse province with significant climatic differences and amounts of agricultural land
throughout. Lessons from this context can more easily be transferred to a multitude of
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others, due to the amount of inherent variation. The province is also taking an aggressive
approach to green energy, highlighted by the Green Energy Act, 2009, despite some
funding difficulties in a time of global economic crisis, and the controversial policies set
a rich backdrop for analysis.
The scale of analysis in these manuscripts is also more detailed than previous
studies. The scope and scale (the province of Ontario at 300 m by 300 m) pushes the
limits of computer calculation as microeconomic decisions are disaggregated from the
county level planner closer to the individual field level. This level of detail in the analysis
allows many geospatial trends to be more accurately accounted for, as county boundaries
are often political and not driven by climate or other spatial variables. While the
differences in climate variables from parcel to parcel may be small, weather patterns
above and below the Niagara escarpment, or between coastal and interior regions of a
county may be significantly different. The fine scale also allows spatial trends to be
observed more clearly, as distances from fields to end-users in supply chain analysis can
be more accurately calculated and displayed. This allows for the creation of policies that
target distance to end-user, rather than county, which could reduce policy implementation
costs. It also provides added detail to economic decision makers that may have nothing in
common with others in opposite ends of their county.

Areas of Further Research
There are many avenues of future research that remain in this area. There is a
significant gap in the evaluation of the environmental consequences of land use change
from annual to perennial crops. Given the perennial nature of the stand of grass, the
possibility of increased soil carbon accumulation exists. This increased carbon could have
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a positive effect on climate change as carbon is removed from the atmosphere. This,
along with the renewable nature of the bioenergy being produced, could result in
financial benefits to the agricultural producers pursuing biomass growth, depending upon
the carbon management system employed. The perennial nature of the grassland also
could provide wildlife habitat opportunities, as the stand is left mostly undisturbed
between harvests, which happen in the early spring. Furthermore, stands of grass have
higher surface roughness coefficients, making them ideal for delaying surface water
transport, potentially granting water quality benefits from reduced nutrient and particulate
contamination in waterways. Incorporating these environmental benefits could make
switchgrass and miscanthus adoption more attractive, especially from a social standpoint.
Switchgrass and miscanthus are only two examples of perennial grasses; more
specifically, giant miscanthus and cave-in-rock are only two cultivars of these grasses.
Other examples of high yielding biomass crops are also available, from alternate cultivars
of switchgrass and miscanthus, to big bluestem, to a mix of remnant tall grass prairie, to
fast growing tree species such as hybrid poplar and willow, to some varieties of sorghum.
Incorporating these biomass crops could significantly change the results as the
attractiveness of these crops may exceed that of miscanthus. Certain forestry products
also bring alternative economic models and intensity of land-use change into the picture.
For example, managing a 20 year stand of willow is significantly different from
harvesting grass annually.
While the Ontario context is broad and potentially informative for a multitude of
areas, significantly different results could arise in different spatial contexts. Extending the
model to other regions, including other parts of North America, could result in different
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conclusions. Alternate policy contexts could also significantly change the biomass
attractiveness story.

Limitations
The agricultural opportunity costs calculated for this study assume a cornsoybean-wheat rotation for all of the annual and perennial croplands in the province and
do not include land quality (e.g. topography and soil) effects. This has an ambiguous
effect on each 9 ha land parcel, as opportunity costs could be overestimated for lower
land quality or underestimated for higher land quality. In the case of perennial crops
switching to different perennial crops, the results could underestimate agricultural
opportunity costs in the case of fruit crops. For pasture lands, agricultural opportunity
costs may be overestimated, but conversion costs may be underestimated. Kenora
District, in Northwestern Ontario, does not tend to grow corn, soybean or wheat,
implying that the opportunity costs calculated for this region are not particularly accurate.
While the use of a static model of microeconomic decision making is reasonable
and straightforward, employing alternate economic decision making models could affect
the results and conclusions. A dynamic model, while involving significantly more
uncertainty about the nature of the future, would allow producers to make more complex
decisions, including the decision to convert their perennial crop back to annual crops
within the decision timeframe. It would also allow feedback mechanisms to more
accurately limit the supply of biomass as supply adapts to demand. A more explicit
incorporation of risk and uncertainty would likely result in biomass becoming less
attractive and higher prices would need to be paid to producers to evolve a supply of
biomass.
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Final Remarks
The energy context that originally brought dedicated agricultural biomass
production to its relative prominence in the province of Ontario has changed significantly
over the timeframe of this study, from 2008 to 2014. In early 2008, energy and grain
prices were soaring, and the Liberal provincial government was enjoying successful
economic times and a significant second electoral mandate, based partially on
environmental initiatives. This context gave rise to the Green Energy Act, 2009, and
interest in converting Nanticoke or Lambton, two of the largest coal plants in North
America, to biomass combustion facilities was high. However, in the intervening years to
today, global recession caused the fortunes of the biomass energy sector and the
provincial government to decline. While there may have been some significant incentives
amongst policy makers to ‘make biomass work’ in 2008, those incentives seem to be
gone and biomass no longer appears to be a priority for the province. This has also been
coupled with the rise of shale gas and subsequent cheaper natural gas, which has taken
the place of coal in the energy mix of the province. Given this change in context, it seems
unlikely that a biomass industry will emerge in the near future in Ontario. However,
context constantly changes and changes in natural gas or ethanol energy markets could
drive demand for biomass energy. Technological developments, such as increases in the
productivity of cellulosic ethanol, or foreign energy mandates could both create demand.
The province of Ontario may require a supply of switchgrass or miscanthus someday, but
that day does not appear to be today.
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APPENDIX A: GAMS CODE
$Ontext
Switchgrass and Miscanthus Growth in Ontario for Normals 1971
By Aaron De Laporte
Oct 29, 2012
For MS TB = 12
ThC = 0.019
k=0.57
ec=3.4 g/MJ
For SG TB = 10
ThC = 0.013
k=0.44
ec=1.7 g/MJ
$Offtext
file SGMSY /SGMS71.txt/ ;
Sets
cell Cell Value Max = 30922
/1*30922/
day Days of the Year
/1*365/
year Years for NPV Calculation
/1*15/
month Months of the Year
/jan, feb, mar, apr, may, jun, jul, aug, sep, oct, nov, dec/
;
Table maxt(cell,month) Maximum Temperature Cell Value
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\maxt71.csv
$offdelim
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;
Table mint(cell,month) Minimum Temperature Cell Value
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\mint71.csv
$offdelim
;
Table rrad(cell,month) Total Solar Radiation Cell Value
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\rrad71.csv
$offdelim
;
Table pcp(cell,month) Total Monthly Rainfall
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\pcp71.csv
$offdelim
;
*Mosture Balance Model
Scalar ET0 Daily Evaporation (mm per day) ;
Scalar CMB Cumulative Moisture Balance (total mm) ;
Scalar DTemp Daily Temperature ;
Scalar DRad Daily Solar Radiation ;
Scalar DPcp Daily Precipitation ;
Scalar lhv Latent Heat of Vaporization ;
Scalar ssvtpr Slope of the Saturation Vapour Pressure-Temperature Relationship ;
Scalar psyc Psychrometric Constant ;
CMB = 0 ;
*Yield Model
Scalar DD10 Degree Days TB10 ;
Scalar DD12 Degree Days TB12 ;
Scalar CDD10 Cumulative DD TB10 ;
Scalar CDD12 Cumulative DD TB12 ;
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CDD10 = 0 ;
CDD12 = 0 ;
*Miscanthus Yield
Scalar MSLAI Miscanthus Leaf Area Index ;
Scalar MSei Miscanthus Light Interception Efficiency ;
Scalar DPAR Daily Photosynthetically Active Radiation ;
Scalar DMSY Daily Miscanthus Yield ;
Scalar YMSY Yearly Miscanthus Yield ;
Scalar YMSHY Yearly Miscanthus Harvestable Yield ;
DMSY = 0 ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YMSHY = 0 ;
*Switchgrass Yield
Scalar SGLAI Switchgrass LAI ;
Scalar SGei Switchgras ei ;
Scalar DSGY Daily Switchgrass Yield ;
Scalar YSGY Yearly Switchgrass Yield ;
Scalar YSGHY Yearly Switchgrass Harvestable Yield ;
DSGY = 0 ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YSGHY = 0 ;
*BEP Model
Scalar DiscR Discount Rate ;
DiscR = 0.05 ;
Scalar YldA Harvestable Yield Adjustor ;
YldA = 0.80 ;
Scalar NCost Nitrogen Cost ($ per kg) ;
NCost = 1.33 ;
Scalar PCost Phosphorous Cost ($ per kg) ;
PCost = 1.57 ;
Scalar KCost Potassium Cost ($ per kg) ;
KCost = 0.96 ;
Scalar HerbC Herbicide Cost ($ per ha) ;
HerbC = 14.16 + 25.66 + 22.24 ;
Scalar FertS Fertilizer Spreading Costs ($ per ha) ;
FertS = 19.77 ;
Scalar FixHC Fixed Harvesting Costs ($ per ha) ;
FixHC = 42.01 ;
Scalar VarHC Variable Harvest Costs ($ per tonne) ;
VarHC = 21 + 4.5 ;
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Scalar OppC Opportunity Costs ($ per ha) ;
OppC = 230.77 ;
*Miscanthus BEP
Scalar RhiP Rhizome Planting Costs ($ per ha) ;
RhiP = 2257.5 ;
Scalar MSEst Miscanthus Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
MSEst = 59.30 + 29.65 + 93.85 ;
Scalar YMSC Yearly Miscanthus Cost ;
Scalar MSPVC Micanthus PVCost ;
Scalar YMSPA Yearly Miscanthus Price Adjuster ;
Scalar MSPA Miscanthus Price Adjuster ;
Scalar MSBEP Miscanthus Break Even Price ;
MSPVC = 0 ;
MSPA = 0 ;
MSBEP = 0 ;
*Swithchgrass BEP
Scalar SeedC Switchgrass Seeding Costs ($ per ha) ;
SeedC = (333.59 + 46.95)*1.2 ;
Scalar SGEst Switchgrass Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
SGEst = 59.3 + 29.65 + 29.65 ;
Scalar YSGC Yearly Switchgrass Cost ;
Scalar SGPVC Switchgrass PVCost ;
Scalar YSGPA Yearly Switchgrass Price Adjuster ;
Scalar SGPA Switchgrass Price Adjuster ;
Scalar SGBEP Switchgrass BEP ;
SGPVC = 0 ;
SGPA = 0 ;
SGBEP = 0 ;
*Loop Counters
Scalar Days Count Days ;
Scalar Cells Count Cells ;
Scalar Years Count Years for NPV ;
Days = 1 ;
Cells = 1 ;
Years = 1 ;
put SGMSY ;
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*Main Model
loop ( (cell),
*Daily Growth Model
loop ( (day),
if ( (Days > 0) and (Days < 16),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'dec') - (((rrad(cell,'dec')-rrad(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'dec') - (((rrad(cell,'dec')-rrad(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'dec') - (((pcp(cell,'dec')-pcp(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days+16)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 15) and (Days < 47) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'jan') - (((maxt(cell,'jan')-maxt(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) +
(mint(cell,'jan') - (((mint(cell,'jan')-mint(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jan') - (((maxt(cell,'jan')-maxt(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) +
(mint(cell,'jan') - (((mint(cell,'jan')-mint(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jan') - (((maxt(cell,'jan')-maxt(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) +
(mint(cell,'jan') - (((mint(cell,'jan')-mint(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'jan') - (((rrad(cell,'jan')-rrad(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'jan') - (((rrad(cell,'jan')-rrad(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'jan') - (((pcp(cell,'jan')-pcp(cell,'feb'))/31)*(days-15)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 46) and (Days < 75) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'feb') - (((maxt(cell,'feb')-maxt(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) +
(mint(cell,'feb') - (((mint(cell,'feb')-mint(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'feb') - (((maxt(cell,'feb')-maxt(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) +
(mint(cell,'feb') - (((mint(cell,'feb')-mint(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'feb') - (((maxt(cell,'feb')-maxt(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) +
(mint(cell,'feb') - (((mint(cell,'feb')-mint(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'feb') - (((rrad(cell,'feb')-rrad(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'feb') - (((rrad(cell,'feb')-rrad(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'feb') - (((pcp(cell,'feb')-pcp(cell,'mar'))/28)*(days-46)))/28 ;
elseif ( (Days > 74) and (Days < 106) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'mar') - (((maxt(cell,'mar')-maxt(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) +
(mint(cell,'mar') - (((mint(cell,'mar')-mint(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) )/2) ;
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DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'mar') - (((maxt(cell,'mar')-maxt(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) +
(mint(cell,'mar') - (((mint(cell,'mar')-mint(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'mar') - (((maxt(cell,'mar')-maxt(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) +
(mint(cell,'mar') - (((mint(cell,'mar')-mint(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'mar') - (((rrad(cell,'mar')-rrad(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'mar') - (((rrad(cell,'mar')-rrad(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'mar') - (((pcp(cell,'mar')-pcp(cell,'apr'))/31)*(days-74)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 105) and (Days < 136) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'apr') - (((maxt(cell,'apr')-maxt(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) +
(mint(cell,'apr') - (((mint(cell,'apr')-mint(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'apr') - (((maxt(cell,'apr')-maxt(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) +
(mint(cell,'apr') - (((mint(cell,'apr')-mint(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'apr') - (((maxt(cell,'apr')-maxt(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) +
(mint(cell,'apr') - (((mint(cell,'apr')-mint(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'apr') - (((rrad(cell,'apr')-rrad(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'apr') - (((rrad(cell,'apr')-rrad(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'apr') - (((pcp(cell,'apr')-pcp(cell,'may'))/30)*(days-105)))/30 ;
elseif ( (Days > 135) and (Days < 167) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'may') - (((maxt(cell,'may')-maxt(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) +
(mint(cell,'may') - (((mint(cell,'may')-mint(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'may') - (((maxt(cell,'may')-maxt(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) +
(mint(cell,'may') - (((mint(cell,'may')-mint(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'may') - (((maxt(cell,'may')-maxt(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) +
(mint(cell,'may') - (((mint(cell,'may')-mint(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'may') - (((rrad(cell,'may')-rrad(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'may') - (((rrad(cell,'may')-rrad(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'may') - (((pcp(cell,'may')-pcp(cell,'jun'))/31)*(days-135)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 166) and (Days < 197) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'jun') - (((maxt(cell,'jun')-maxt(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) +
(mint(cell,'jun') - (((mint(cell,'jun')-mint(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jun') - (((maxt(cell,'jun')-maxt(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) +
(mint(cell,'jun') - (((mint(cell,'jun')-mint(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jun') - (((maxt(cell,'jun')-maxt(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) +
(mint(cell,'jun') - (((mint(cell,'jun')-mint(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'jun') - (((rrad(cell,'jun')-rrad(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'jun') - (((rrad(cell,'jun')-rrad(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'jun') - (((pcp(cell,'jun')-pcp(cell,'jul'))/30)*(days-166)))/30 ;
elseif ( (Days > 196) and (Days < 228) ),
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DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'jul') - (((maxt(cell,'jul')-maxt(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) +
(mint(cell,'jul') - (((mint(cell,'jul')-mint(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jul') - (((maxt(cell,'jul')-maxt(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) +
(mint(cell,'jul') - (((mint(cell,'jul')-mint(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'jul') - (((maxt(cell,'jul')-maxt(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) +
(mint(cell,'jul') - (((mint(cell,'jul')-mint(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'jul') - (((rrad(cell,'jul')-rrad(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'jul') - (((rrad(cell,'jul')-rrad(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'jul') - (((pcp(cell,'jul')-pcp(cell,'aug'))/31)*(days-196)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 227) and (Days < 259) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'aug') - (((maxt(cell,'aug')-maxt(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) +
(mint(cell,'aug') - (((mint(cell,'aug')-mint(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'aug') - (((maxt(cell,'aug')-maxt(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) +
(mint(cell,'aug') - (((mint(cell,'aug')-mint(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'aug') - (((maxt(cell,'aug')-maxt(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) +
(mint(cell,'aug') - (((mint(cell,'aug')-mint(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'aug') - (((rrad(cell,'aug')-rrad(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'aug') - (((rrad(cell,'aug')-rrad(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'aug') - (((pcp(cell,'aug')-pcp(cell,'sep'))/31)*(days-227)))/31 ;
elseif ( (Days > 258) and (Days < 289) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'sep') - (((maxt(cell,'sep')-maxt(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) +
(mint(cell,'sep') - (((mint(cell,'sep')-mint(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'sep') - (((maxt(cell,'sep')-maxt(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) +
(mint(cell,'sep') - (((mint(cell,'sep')-mint(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'sep') - (((maxt(cell,'sep')-maxt(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) +
(mint(cell,'sep') - (((mint(cell,'sep')-mint(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'sep') - (((rrad(cell,'sep')-rrad(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'sep') - (((rrad(cell,'sep')-rrad(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'sep') - (((pcp(cell,'sep')-pcp(cell,'oct'))/30)*(days-258)))/30 ;
elseif ( (Days > 288) and (Days < 320) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'oct') - (((maxt(cell,'oct')-maxt(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) +
(mint(cell,'oct') - (((mint(cell,'oct')-mint(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'oct') - (((maxt(cell,'oct')-maxt(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) +
(mint(cell,'oct') - (((mint(cell,'oct')-mint(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'oct') - (((maxt(cell,'oct')-maxt(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) +
(mint(cell,'oct') - (((mint(cell,'oct')-mint(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'oct') - (((rrad(cell,'oct')-rrad(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'oct') - (((rrad(cell,'oct')-rrad(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'oct') - (((pcp(cell,'oct')-pcp(cell,'nov'))/31)*(days-288)))/31 ;
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elseif ( (Days > 319) and (Days < 350) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'nov') - (((maxt(cell,'nov')-maxt(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) +
(mint(cell,'nov') - (((mint(cell,'nov')-mint(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'nov') - (((maxt(cell,'nov')-maxt(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) +
(mint(cell,'nov') - (((mint(cell,'nov')-mint(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'nov') - (((maxt(cell,'nov')-maxt(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) +
(mint(cell,'nov') - (((mint(cell,'nov')-mint(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'nov') - (((rrad(cell,'nov')-rrad(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'nov') - (((rrad(cell,'nov')-rrad(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'nov') - (((pcp(cell,'nov')-pcp(cell,'dec'))/30)*(days-319)))/30 ;
elseif ( (Days > 349) and (Days < 366) ),
DTemp = (( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) )/2) ;
DD10 = ((( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) )/2)-10) ;
DD12 = ((( (maxt(cell,'dec') - (((maxt(cell,'dec')-maxt(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) +
(mint(cell,'dec') - (((mint(cell,'dec')-mint(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) )/2)-12) ;
DPAR = (rrad(cell,'dec') - (((rrad(cell,'dec')-rrad(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349)))/2 ;
DRad = (rrad(cell,'dec') - (((rrad(cell,'dec')-rrad(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349))) ;
DPcp = (pcp(cell,'dec') - (((pcp(cell,'dec')-pcp(cell,'jan'))/31)*(days-349)))/31 ;
);
if (DD10 > 0,
CDD10 = CDD10 + DD10 ;
);
if (DD12 > 0,
CDD12 = CDD12 + DD12 ;
);
*Cumulative Moisture Balance
lhv = 2.501-0.002361*DTemp ;
ssvtpr = (4098*(0.6108*EXP((17.27*DTemp)/(DTemp+237.3))
))/((DTemp+237.3)*(DTemp+237.3)) ;
psyc = (0.001013*95.6)/(0.622*lhv) ;
ET0 = 0.0135*DRad*0.4082*(DTemp+17.8) ;
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CMB = CMB + DPcp - ET0 ;
if (CMB > 0,
CMB = 0 ;
elseif ( CMB < -150),
CMB = -150 ;
);
*Miscanthus Growth Model
MSLAI = 0.019*CDD12 ;
MSei = 1-EXP(-0.57*MSLAI) ;
DMSY = DPAR*MSei*3.4 ;
*Switchgrass Growth Model
SGLAI = 0.013*CDD10 ;
SGei = 1-EXP(-0.44*SGLAI) ;
DSGY = DPAR*SGei*1.7 ;
if ( (DMSY > 0) and (DD12 > 0) and (CMB > -150),
YMSY = YMSY + DMSY ;
);
if ( (DSGY > 0) and (DD10 > 0) and (CMB > -150),
YSGY = YSGY + DSGY ;
);
$ontext
Put Cells ;
Put Days ;
put lhv ;
put ssvtpr ;
put psyc ;
Put ET0 ;
Put Dpcp ;
Put DTemp ;
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Put DRad ;
Put CMB / ;
$offtext
Days = Days + 1 ;
);
*End Growth Model
*Convert Yields to tDM/ha
YMSY = YMSY/100 ;
YSGY = YSGY/100 ;
*Harvestable Yields
YMSHY = YMSY*YldA ;
YSGHY = YSGY*YldA ;
*BEP Model
loop ( (year),
if ( Years = 1,
YMSC = RhiP + MSEst + HerbC + (80*NCost) + FertS + OppC ;
YMSPA = 0 ;
YSGC = SeedC + SGEst + HerbC + OppC ;
YSGPA = 0 ;
elseif ( Years = 2 ),
YMSC = ((80*NCost) + (0.3*0.5*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*0.5*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (0.5*YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC)/(1+DiscR) ;
YMSPA = (0.5*YldA*YMSY)/(1+DiscR) ;
YSGC = ((100*NCost) + (0.17*0.67*YldA*YSGY*PCost) +
(0.72*0.67*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (0.67*YldA*YSGY*VarHC) +
OppC)/(1+DiscR) ;
YSGPA = (0.67*YldA*YSGY)/(1+DiscR) ;
elseif ( (Years > 2) and (Years < 11) ),
YMSC = ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) + (0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) +
FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) + OppC)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YMSPA = (YldA*YMSY)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
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YSGC = ((100*NCost) + (0.17*YldA*YSGY*PCost) + (0.72*YldA*YSGY*KCost) +
FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YSGY*VarHC) + OppC)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGPA = (YldA*YSGY)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
elseif ( Years > 10 ),
YMSC = ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) + (0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) +
FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) + OppC)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YMSPA = (YldA*YMSY)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGC = 0 ;
YSGPA = 0 ;
);
MSPVC = MSPVC + YMSC ;
MSPA = MSPA + YMSPA ;
SGPVC = SGPVC + YSGC ;
SGPA = SGPA + YSGPA ;
Years = Years + 1 ;
);
if ( (MSPA > 0) and (YMSY > 0.1),
MSBEP = MSPVC/MSPA ;
else
MSBEP = 0 ;
);
if ( (SGPA > 0) and (YSGY > 0.1),
SGBEP = SGPVC/SGPA ;
else
SGBEP = 0 ;
);
*End BEP Model
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*Outputs
put Cells:5:0 ;
put YMSY ;
put YMSHY ;
put MSBEP ;
put YSGY ;
put YSGHY ;
put SGBEP / ;
*Reset Scalar Variables
Days = 1 ;
Years = 1 ;
CDD10 = 0 ;
CDD12 = 0 ;
CMB = 0 ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YMSHY = 0 ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YSGHY = 0 ;
MSPVC = 0 ;
MSPA = 0 ;
MSBEP = 0 ;
SGPVC = 0 ;
SGPA = 0 ;
SGBEP = 0 ;
Cells = Cells + 1 ;
);
;
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$Ontext
Ontario Land Conversion to Switchgrass and Miscanthus for Normals 1971 by NPV
By Aaron De Laporte
Feb 26, 2013
$Offtext
file SNPV /SNPV.txt/ ;
*file SNPV_Cell /SNPV_Cell.txt/ ;
Sets
cell Cell Value (Max Value = 588646)
/1*588646/
year Years for NPV Calculation
/1*15/
prices Control set for new prices
/1*140/
yields Various Yield Information
/POINTID, Corn_Y, Soy_Y, Wheat_Y, SGY71, MSY71/
;
Table Yield(cell,yields) Maximum Temperature Cell Value
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\ON_Yield.csv
$offdelim
;
*NPV Model
Scalar DiscR Discount Rate ;
DiscR = 0.1 ;
Scalar AGArea Traditional Agricultural Area ;
AGArea = 0 ;
Scalar MSArea Miscanthus Area ;
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MSArea = 0 ;
Scalar SGArea Switchgrass Area ;
SGArea = 0 ;
Scalar Idle Idle Land ;
Idle = 0 ;
Scalar MSCell Miscanthus Grown Here ;
MSCell = 0 ;
Scalar SGCell Switchgrass Grown Here ;
SGCell = 0 ;
Scalar CSWCell CSW Grown Here ;
CSWCell = 0 ;
Scalar IdleCell Idle Land ;
IdleCell = 0 ;
Scalar MSYield Total Miscanthus Yield ;
MSYield = 0 ;
Scalar SGYield Total Switchgrass Yield ;
SGYield = 0 ;
Scalar CYield Total Corn Yield ;
CYield = 0 ;
Scalar SYield Total Soybean Yield ;
SYield = 0 ;
Scalar WYield Total Wheat Yield ;
WYield = 0 ;
Scalar TMSNPV Total Miscanthus NPV ;
TMSNPV = 0 ;
Scalar TSGNPV Total Switchgrass NPV ;
TSGNPV = 0 ;
Scalar TCSWNPV Total CSW NPV ;
TCSWNPV = 0 ;
*CSW NPV
Scalar CPrice Corn Price ($ per tonne) ;
CPrice = 8*39.368 ;
Scalar SPrice Soybean Price ($ per tonne) ;
SPrice = 16*36.7440 ;
Scalar WPrice Wheat Price ($ per tonne) ;
WPrice = 8*36.7440 ;
Scalar CCost Corn Cost ($ per ha) ;
CCost = 538.55*2.47105 ;
Scalar SCost Soybean Cost ($ per ha) ;
SCost = 289.85*2.47105 ;
Scalar WCost Wheat Cost ($ per ha) ;
WCost = 352.75*2.47105 ;
Scalar YCY Yearly Corn Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
Scalar YSY Yearly Soybean Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
Scalar YWY Yearly Wheat Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
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Scalar YCSWNPV Yearly CSW NPV ;
Scalar CSWNPV CSW NPV ;
YCY = 0 ;
YSY = 0 ;
YWY = 0 ;
YCSWNPV = 0 ;
CSWNPV = 0 ;
*Biomass NPV
Scalar BPrice Biomass Price ($ per tonne) ;
BPrice = 40 ;
Scalar YldA Harvestable Yield Adjustor ;
YldA = 0.80 ;
Scalar NCost Nitrogen Cost ($ per kg) ;
NCost = 1.33 ;
Scalar PCost Phosphorous Cost ($ per kg) ;
PCost = 1.57 ;
Scalar KCost Potassium Cost ($ per kg) ;
KCost = 0.96 ;
Scalar HerbC Herbicide Cost ($ per ha) ;
HerbC = 14.16 + 25.66 + 22.24 ;
Scalar FertS Fertilizer Spreading Costs ($ per ha) ;
FertS = 19.77 ;
Scalar FixHC Fixed Harvesting Costs ($ per ha) ;
FixHC = 42.01 ;
Scalar VarHC Variable Harvest Costs ($ per tonne) ;
VarHC = 21 + 4.5 ;
Scalar OppC Opportunity Costs ($ per ha) ;
OppC = 0 ;
*Miscanthus NPV
Scalar RhiP Rhizome Planting Costs ($ per ha) ;
RhiP = 2257.5 ;
Scalar MSEst Miscanthus Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
MSEst = 59.30 + 29.65 + 93.85 ;
Scalar YMSY Yearly Miscanthus Yield ;
Scalar YMSNPV Yearly Miscanthus NPV ;
Scalar MSNPV Miscanthus NPV ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YMSNPV = 0 ;
MSNPV = 0 ;
*Swithchgrass NPV
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Scalar SeedC Switchgrass Seeding Costs ($ per ha) ;
SeedC = (333.59 + 46.95)*1.2 ;
Scalar SGEst Switchgrass Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
SGEst = 59.3 + 29.65 + 29.65 ;
Scalar YSGY Yearly Switchgrass Yield ;
Scalar YSGNPV Yearly Switchgrass NPV ;
Scalar SGNPV Switchgrass NPV ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YSGNPV = 0 ;
SGNPV = 0 ;
*Loop Counters
Scalar Cells Count Cells ;
Scalar Years Count Years for NPV ;
Cells = 1 ;
Years = 1 ;
*Main Model
loop ( (prices),
*Cell by Cell
loop ( (cell),
YMSY = Yield(cell,'MSY71') ;
YSGY = Yield(cell,'SGY71') ;
YCY = Yield(cell,'Corn_Y') ;
YSY = Yield(cell,'Soy_Y') ;
YWY = Yield(cell,'Wheat_Y') ;
*NPV Model
loop ( (year),
*NPV Calculation
if ( Years = 1,
YMSNPV = -(RhiP + MSEst + HerbC + (80*NCost) + FertS + OppC) ;
YSGNPV = -(SeedC + SGEst + HerbC + OppC) ;
YCSWNPV = (((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY) WCost))/3 ;
elseif ( Years = 2 ),
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YMSNPV = ((BPrice*0.5*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) +
(0.3*0.5*YldA*YMSY*PCost) + (0.8*0.5*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC +
(0.5*YldA*YMSY*VarHC) + OppC))/(1+DiscR) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*0.67*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) +
(0.17*0.67*YldA*YSGY*PCost) + (0.72*0.67*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC
+ (0.67*YldA*YSGY*VarHC) + OppC))/(1+DiscR) ;
YCSWNPV = ((((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY) WCost))/3)/(1+DiscR) ;
elseif ( (Years > 2) and (Years < 16) ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) + (0.17*YldA*YSGY*PCost) +
(0.72*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YSGY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YCSWNPV = ((((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY) WCost))/3)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
$ontext
elseif ( (Years > 2) and (Years < 11) ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) + (0.17*YldA*YSGY*PCost) +
(0.72*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YSGY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
elseif ( Years > 10 ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
$offtext
);
*End NPV Calculation
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MSNPV = MSNPV + YMSNPV ;
SGNPV = SGNPV + YSGNPV ;
CSWNPV = CSWNPV + YCSWNPV ;
Years = Years + 1 ;
);
*End NPV Model
if (MSNPV > SGNPV and MSNPV > CSWNPV and MSNPV > 0,
MSArea = MSArea + 1 ;
MSCell = 1 ;
MSYield = MSYield + YMSY ;
TMSNPV = TMSNPV + MSNPV ;
elseif (SGNPV > MSNPV and SGNPV > CSWNPV and SGNPV > 0),
SGArea = SGArea + 1 ;
SGCell = 1 ;
SGYield = SGYield + YSGY ;
TSGNPV = TSGNPV + SGNPV ;
elseif (CSWNPV > MSNPV and CSWNPV > SGNPV and CSWNPV > 0),
AGArea = AGArea + 1 ;
CSWCell = 1 ;
CYield = CYield + YCY ;
SYield = SYield + YSY ;
WYield = WYield + YWY ;
TCSWNPV = TCSWNPV + CSWNPV ;
else
Idle = Idle + 1 ;
IdleCell = 1 ;
);
*put SNPV_Cell ;
*put Cells ;
*put MSCell ;
*put SGCell ;
*put CSWCell
*put IdleCell / ;
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*Reset Scalar Variables
Years = 1 ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YCY = 0 ;
YSY = 0 ;
YWY = 0 ;
MSNPV = 0 ;
SGNPV = 0 ;
CSWNPV = 0 ;
MSCell = 0 ;
SGCell = 0 ;
CSWCell = 0 ;
IdleCell = 0 ;
Cells = Cells + 1 ;
);
*End Cell by Cell Model
put SNPV ;
put BPrice:10:0 ;
put MSArea:10:0 ;
put MSYield:10:0 ;
put TMSNPV:12:0 ;
put SGArea:10:0 ;
put SGYield:10:0 ;
put TSGNPV:12:0 ;
put AGArea:10:0 ;
put CYield:10:0 ;
put SYield:10:0 ;
put WYield:10:0 ;
put TCSWNPV:12:0 ;
put Idle / ;
BPrice = BPrice + 1 ;
*Reset Scalar Variables
Cells = 1 ;
MSArea = 0 ;
SGArea = 0 ;
AGArea = 0 ;
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Idle = 0 ;
MSYield = 0 ;
SGYield = 0 ;
CYield = 0 ;
SYield = 0 ;
WYield = 0 ;
TMSNPV = 0 ;
TSGNPV = 0 ;
TCSWNPV = 0 ;

);
*End Prices/Main Model
;
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$Ontext
Transport to Nanticoke
By Aaron De Laporte
Aug 27, 2013
$Offtext
file SNPV /TNAN.txt/ ;
*file SNPV_Cell /TNAN_Cell.txt/ ;
Sets
cell Cell Value (Max Value = 588646)
/1*588646/
year Years for NPV Calculation
/1*15/
prices Control set for new prices
/1*100/
yields Various Yield Information
/POINTID, Corn_Y, Soy_Y, Wheat_Y, SGY71, MSY71/
distances Distance information
/POINTID, Nanticoke/
;
Table Yield(cell,yields) Yield Information
$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\ON_Yield.csv
$offdelim
;
Table Distance(cell,distances) Distance Information
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$ondelim
$include C:\GAMS\Nanticoke.csv
$offdelim
;
*NPV Model
Scalar DiscR Discount Rate ;
DiscR = 0.05 ;
Scalar AGArea Traditional Agricultural Area ;
AGArea = 0 ;
Scalar MSArea Miscanthus Area ;
MSArea = 0 ;
Scalar SGArea Switchgrass Area ;
SGArea = 0 ;
Scalar Idle Idle Land ;
Idle = 0 ;
Scalar MSCell Miscanthus Grown Here ;
MSCell = 0 ;
Scalar SGCell Switchgrass Grown Here ;
SGCell = 0 ;
Scalar CSWCell CSW Grown Here ;
CSWCell = 0 ;
Scalar IdleCell Idle Land ;
IdleCell = 0 ;
Scalar MSYield Total Miscanthus Yield ;
MSYield = 0 ;
Scalar SGYield Total Switchgrass Yield ;
SGYield = 0 ;
Scalar CYield Total Corn Yield ;
CYield = 0 ;
Scalar SYield Total Soybean Yield ;
SYield = 0 ;
Scalar WYield Total Wheat Yield ;
WYield = 0 ;
Scalar TMSNPV Total Miscanthus NPV ;
TMSNPV = 0 ;
Scalar TSGNPV Total Switchgrass NPV ;
TSGNPV = 0 ;
Scalar TCSWNPV Total CSW NPV ;
TCSWNPV = 0 ;
*CSW NPV
Scalar CPrice Corn Price ($ per tonne) ;
CPrice = 8*39.368 ;
Scalar SPrice Soybean Price ($ per tonne) ;
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SPrice = 16*36.7440 ;
Scalar WPrice Wheat Price ($ per tonne) ;
WPrice = 8*36.7440 ;
Scalar CCost Corn Cost ($ per ha) ;
CCost = 538.55*2.47105 ;
Scalar SCost Soybean Cost ($ per ha) ;
SCost = 289.85*2.47105 ;
Scalar WCost Wheat Cost ($ per ha) ;
WCost = 352.75*2.47105 ;
Scalar YCY Yearly Corn Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
Scalar YSY Yearly Soybean Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
Scalar YWY Yearly Wheat Yield (tonnes per ha) ;
Scalar YCSWNPV Yearly CSW NPV ;
Scalar CSWNPV CSW NPV ;
YCY = 0 ;
YSY = 0 ;
YWY = 0 ;
YCSWNPV = 0 ;
CSWNPV = 0 ;
*Biomass NPV
Scalar BPrice Biomass Price ($ per tonne) ;
BPrice = 65 ;
Scalar YldA Harvestable Yield Adjustor ;
YldA = 0.80 ;
Scalar NCost Nitrogen Cost ($ per kg) ;
NCost = 1.33 ;
Scalar PCost Phosphorous Cost ($ per kg) ;
PCost = 1.57 ;
Scalar KCost Potassium Cost ($ per kg) ;
KCost = 0.96 ;
Scalar HerbC Herbicide Cost ($ per ha) ;
HerbC = 14.16 + 25.66 + 22.24 ;
Scalar FertS Fertilizer Spreading Costs ($ per ha) ;
FertS = 19.77 ;
Scalar FixHC Fixed Harvesting Costs ($ per ha) ;
FixHC = 42.01 ;
Scalar VarHC Variable Harvest Costs ($ per tonne) ;
VarHC = 21 + 4.5 ;
Scalar OppC Opportunity Costs ($ per ha) ;
OppC = 230.77 ;
*Miscanthus NPV
Scalar RhiP Rhizome Planting Costs ($ per ha) ;
RhiP = 2257.5 ;
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Scalar MSEst Miscanthus Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
MSEst = 59.30 + 29.65 + 93.85 ;
Scalar YMSY Yearly Miscanthus Yield ;
Scalar YMSNPV Yearly Miscanthus NPV ;
Scalar MSNPV Miscanthus NPV ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YMSNPV = 0 ;
MSNPV = 0 ;
*Swithchgrass NPV
Scalar SeedC Switchgrass Seeding Costs ($ per ha) ;
SeedC = (333.59 + 46.95)*1.2 ;
Scalar SGEst Switchgrass Establishment Costs ($ per ha) ;
SGEst = 59.3 + 29.65 + 29.65 ;
Scalar YSGY Yearly Switchgrass Yield ;
Scalar YSGNPV Yearly Switchgrass NPV ;
Scalar SGNPV Switchgrass NPV ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YSGNPV = 0 ;
SGNPV = 0 ;
*Distance Calulation
Scalar TDIS Truck Transport Distance ;
TDIS = 0 ;
*Loop Counters
Scalar Cells Count Cells ;
Scalar Years Count Years for NPV ;
Cells = 1 ;
Years = 1 ;
*Main Model
loop ( (prices),
*Cell by Cell
loop ( (cell),
YMSY = Yield(cell,'MSY71') ;
YSGY = Yield(cell,'SGY71') ;
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YCY = Yield(cell,'Corn_Y') ;
YSY = Yield(cell,'Soy_Y') ;
YWY = Yield(cell,'Wheat_Y') ;
TDIS = Distance(cell,'Nanticoke') ;
*NPV Model
loop ( (year),
*NPV Calculation
if ( Years = 1,
YMSNPV = -(RhiP + MSEst + HerbC + (80*NCost) + FertS + OppC) ;
YSGNPV = -(SeedC + SGEst + HerbC + OppC) ;
*YCSWNPV = (((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY)
- WCost))/3 ;
elseif ( Years = 2 ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*0.5*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) +
(0.3*0.5*YldA*YMSY*PCost) + (0.8*0.5*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC +
(0.5*YldA*YMSY*VarHC) + OppC) (0.5*YldA*YMSY*1.15*(6.84+(0.1641*TDIS))))/(1+DiscR) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*0.67*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) +
(0.17*0.67*YldA*YSGY*PCost) + (0.72*0.67*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC
+ (0.67*YldA*YSGY*VarHC) + OppC) (0.67*YldA*YSGY*1.15*(6.84+(0.1641*TDIS))))/(1+DiscR) ;
*YCSWNPV = ((((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY)
- WCost))/3)/(1+DiscR) ;
elseif ( (Years > 2) and (Years < 16) ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) + OppC) (YldA*YMSY*1.15*(6.84+(0.1641*TDIS))))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) + (0.17*YldA*YSGY*PCost) +
(0.72*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YSGY*VarHC) + OppC) (YldA*YSGY*1.15*(6.84+(0.1641*TDIS))))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
*YCSWNPV = ((((CPrice*YCY) - CCost) + ((SPrice*YSY) - SCost) + ((WPrice*YWY)
- WCost))/3)/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
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$ontext
elseif ( (Years > 2) and (Years < 11) ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
YSGNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YSGY) - ((100*NCost) + (0.17*YldA*YSGY*PCost) +
(0.72*YldA*YSGY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YSGY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
elseif ( Years > 10 ),
YMSNPV = ((BPrice*YldA*YMSY) - ((80*NCost) + (0.3*YldA*YMSY*PCost) +
(0.8*YldA*YMSY*KCost) + FertS + FixHC + (YldA*YMSY*VarHC) +
OppC))/((1+DiscR)**(Years-1)) ;
$offtext
);
*End NPV Calculation
MSNPV = MSNPV + YMSNPV ;
SGNPV = SGNPV + YSGNPV ;
CSWNPV = CSWNPV + YCSWNPV ;
Years = Years + 1 ;
);
*End NPV Model
if (MSNPV > SGNPV and MSNPV > CSWNPV and MSNPV > 0,
MSArea = MSArea + 1 ;
MSCell = 1 ;
MSYield = MSYield + YMSY*YldA ;
TMSNPV = TMSNPV + MSNPV ;
elseif (SGNPV > MSNPV and SGNPV > CSWNPV and SGNPV > 0),
SGArea = SGArea + 1 ;
SGCell = 1 ;
SGYield = SGYield + YSGY*YldA ;
TSGNPV = TSGNPV + SGNPV ;
elseif (CSWNPV > MSNPV and CSWNPV > SGNPV and CSWNPV > 0),
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AGArea = AGArea + 1 ;
CSWCell = 1 ;
CYield = CYield + YCY ;
SYield = SYield + YSY ;
WYield = WYield + YWY ;
TCSWNPV = TCSWNPV + CSWNPV ;
else
Idle = Idle + 1 ;
IdleCell = 1 ;
);
*put SNPV_Cell ;
*put Cells ;
*put TDIS ;
*put YMSY ;
*put MSNPV ;
*put MSCell ;
*put SGCell ;
*put CSWCell ;
*put IdleCell
*put / ;
*Reset Scalar Variables
Years = 1 ;
YMSY = 0 ;
YSGY = 0 ;
YCY = 0 ;
YSY = 0 ;
YWY = 0 ;
TDIS = 0 ;
MSNPV = 0 ;
SGNPV = 0 ;
CSWNPV = 0 ;
MSCell = 0 ;
SGCell = 0 ;
CSWCell = 0 ;
IdleCell = 0 ;
Cells = Cells + 1 ;
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);
*End Cell by Cell Model
put SNPV ;
put BPrice:10:0 ;
put MSArea:10:0 ;
put MSYield:10:0 ;
put TMSNPV:12:0 ;
put SGArea:10:0 ;
put SGYield:10:0 ;
put TSGNPV:12:0 ;
put AGArea:10:0 ;
put CYield:10:0 ;
put SYield:10:0 ;
put WYield:10:0 ;
put TCSWNPV:12:0 ;
put Idle / ;
BPrice = BPrice + 1 ;
*Reset Scalar Variables
Cells = 1 ;
MSArea = 0 ;
SGArea = 0 ;
AGArea = 0 ;
Idle = 0 ;
MSYield = 0 ;
SGYield = 0 ;
CYield = 0 ;
SYield = 0 ;
WYield = 0 ;
TMSNPV = 0 ;
TSGNPV = 0 ;
TCSWNPV = 0 ;

);
*End Prices/Main Model
;
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